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E�cient Data Structures for Information RetrievalbyAmjad M. DaoudCommittee Chairman: Prof. Edward FoxDepartment of Computer Science(ABSTRACT)This dissertation deals with the application of e�cient data structures and hashing al-gorithms to the problems of textual information storage and retrieval. We have developedstatic and dynamic techniques for handling large dictionaries, inverted lists, and optimiza-tions applied to ranking algorithms. We have carried out an experiment called REVTOLCthat demonstrated the e�ciency and applicability of our algorithms and data structures.Also, the REVTOLC experiment revealed the e�ectiveness and ease of use of advancedinformation retrieval methods, namely extended Boolean (p-norm), vector, and vector withprobabilistic feedback methods. We have developed e�cient static and dynamic data struc-tures and linear algorithms to �nd a class of minimal perfect hash functions for the e�cientimplementation of dictionaries, inverted lists, and stop lists. Further, we have developed alinear algorithm that produces order preserving minimal perfect hash functions. These datastructures and algorithms enable much faster indexing of textual data and faster retrievalof best match documents using advanced information retrieval methods. Finally, we sum-marize our research �ndings and some open problems that are worth further investigation.
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Chapter 1IntroductionThe problem of storing, managing, and accessing information is a classic problem in hu-man society. Modern libraries depend on online catalogs and information retrieval systemsto handle the explosion of information. It is estimated [80] that the Library of Congressarchives roughly 25 terabytes in its collection. This is undoubtedly most valued if it is ac-cessed and searched e�ectively and e�ciently. To browse through this volume using normalhuman techniques would be nearly impossible. It is also estimated [80] that it would takemore than a decade to index and catalog such a vast collection as the Library of Congressusing current computer technology.So, the problem of enhancing conventional search techniques to handle the vast amountof online information and the various sources that contribute to this information explosionhave taken on an even greater signi�cance.Generally, conventional search techniques include one or more of the following:1. traversing menus,2. exact matching of titles or title pre�xes, or3. submitting Boolean queries.Most commercial information retrieval systems adopt the Boolean retrieval strategy.Yet, it is well known [72] that formulating an information need or question into a suitableBoolean query is di�cult. The other two methods mentioned above have limited applica-bility and power.Less popular are a number of advanced approaches that explore the statistical character-istics of various collections. Although many researchers have developed e�ective retrieval1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONtechniques (i.e., extended Boolean, vector), and have demonstrated their utility in theSMART experimental system, few of these advances have found their way to commercialsystems.1.1 The SMART Retrieval SystemThe SMART information retrieval package consists of a set of programs that make upa fully automatic document retrieval system [67]. The SMART retrieval system allowsfor the indexing and searching of online document collections. As information grows atan explosive rate, research must provide more e�ective methods of storing and accessingthis information. The SMART system is an e�ective test-bed for investigating these newmethods. The SMART system was originally implemented around the vector space model[73]. In this model, each term is associated with a dimension in a multi-dimensional vectorspace.Over the years, SMART [73, 67] has been used to investigate a number of advancedretrieval techniques in experimental situations. Some of the early studies indicate thatSMART's fully automatic indexing and retrieval performance compared well with the con-ventional retrieval systems where trained indexers and searchers used a special controlledvocabulary [66]. The SMART system has undergone several changes and was rewrittenin the C language to work in the UNIX environment [28]. It was later extended to worke�ciently for online users [9].In SMART, the general model of information retrieval consists of accessing a set of onlinedocuments. These documents vary from electronic messages to library catalog entries tofull text journal articles. Each document could contain several types of data such as dateof publication, author name, a supplied list of keywords, or even a list of other documentsthat are cited. In addition, other types of information may be contained, such as dates,times, or numbers. When a user submits a query to the system, each of these classesof information could be useful. In order to distinguish between classes, for each type of2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONdocument concept, the notion of classi�cation type or ctype was developed [29]. This wasmade possible by extending the vector space model. The SMART system is also capableof building feedback queries automatically [72]. The SMART system includes a set ofevaluation and low level data access functions that render it useful for experimental studies.The data access functions allow looking at stored information as sequences of tuples, andsupport e�cient access to individual tuples.The SMART package has been extended at Virginia Tech with a user interface thatis based on the CURSES package [2]. The CURSES package provides a simple, yet quiteportable interface. The new user interface is part of an e�ort to test and develop a newonline retrieval system to access catalog information from Virginia Tech's Newman Library.1.2 Research ContributionsIn this research, we have studied the e�ectiveness and applicability of advanced retrievalmethods. In the process, we have developed and used tools whose utility we believe extendsbeyond this dissertation. We have developed e�cient perfect hashing algorithms that pro-duce minimal perfect hash functions and order preserving minimal perfect hash functionsthat have optimal sizes. We have applied these algorithms to large collections for the �rsttime (i.e., over 3.8 million keys). Moreover, these algorithms and data structures were usedto organize indexes and provide faster access, and to provide e�ective and e�cient access tovery large collections, dictionaries, and online library catalogs, using an extended version ofthe SMART system. We describe an experiment called REVTOLC that was run to test andimprove search methods for online catalogs. The REVTOLC experiment revealed the e�ec-tiveness and ease of use of the advanced information retrieval methods, namely extendedBoolean (p-norm) [71], vector [73], and vector with probabilistic feedback methods [68].3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.2.1 Main ContributionsThe main contributions of this research, in roughly decreasing order of importance, areas follows:1. We have developed an e�cient minimal perfect hash function generator that producesoptimal MPHFs . The expected time required by the algorithm is 
(n1+�) to �nd anMPHF of size n=(� ln 2) bits, where � is the e�ciency of representing an MPHF [41].The algorithm handles large key collections, as well as small ones, e�ciently. Alsothe algorithm requires minimal main memory, so it is quite practical for very largekey sets. The algorithm computed a minimal perfect hash function for the OCLC keycollection of size 3.8 million keys for the �rst time.2. We have developed a novel order preserving minimal perfect hashing algorithm forhandling sorted key collections, large dictionaries, and inverted lists.3. We have developed a dynamic perfect hashing �le structure that is incremental andhas high storage utilization due to the use of compact minimal perfect hashing forhandling buckets. The new data structure outperforms other tree based structures,is well balanced, and achieves expected constant time for insertion, and worst caseconstant time bounds for retrieval and deletion. We illustrated its e�ciency with wellknown large key sets such as the UNIX dictionary (24K keys) and the OCLC key set(3.8 million keys).4. We have developed fast best match search algorithms that enhance the query responsetime in vector based information retrieval systems. These algorithms return the rel-evant document set computing an upperbound on closeness; eliminating the need foran exact computation in many instances and eliminating useless disk accesses.5. An underlying theme of this research, as the title of this dissertation suggests, is acomparison of the advanced retrieval methods. Based on the various results obtainedin this dissertation, we conclude that: 4



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION� The REVTOLC experiment proved that advanced retrieval techniques, namelyextended Boolean (p-norm), probabilistic feedback and vector retrieval are moree�ective than Boolean searching.� The vector methods retrieved more documents than the p-norm and Booleanmethod.� The vector methods found more relevant documents than the p-norm and Booleanmethod.� Vector with Auto Feedback was found to be the easiest method to use. Booleanwas found to be the most di�cult. The p-norm was found to be less di�cultthan the Boolean method.� Vector with Auto Feedback was chosen as an e�ective aid for casual search.Vector methods were considered as more e�ective for comprehensive searchingthan p-norm and Boolean methods. The Boolean method was most disliked forcasual search.1.3 Dissertation OverviewIn Chapter 2, we survey related literature on information retrieval methods. In Chapter3, we provide detailed design and discussion of the REVTOLC experiment. In Chapter 4, wepresent our optimal minimal perfect hashing algorithms. In Chapter 5, we introduce novelorder preserving perfect hashing algorithms. In Chapter 6, we extend our minimal perfecthashing and order preserving prefect hashing scheme to handle insertion and deletions.We also describe dynamic data structures based on these algorithms. In Chapter 7, wesummarize our research �ndings. Finally, in Chapter 8, we discuss some open problemsthat are worth further investigation. 5



Chapter 2Related Research2.1 IntroductionInformation retrieval is concerned with the representation, storage, organization, andaccessing of information items. Usually, there are no restrictions on the type of itemshandled in information retrieval and, in fact, most ordinary systems have items consistingof narrative information. This information needs to be analyzed and classi�ed in order todetermine the information content and to assess the role each item may play in satisfyingthe information need of the users. This information then needs to be retrieved in an e�cientmanner.Belkin and Croft [4] have given an extensive overview of some of the conventional andadvanced retrieval techniques available. These techniques mainly address the issue of com-paring a representation of a query with representations of texts for the purpose of identi-fying, retrieving, and ranking texts in a text collection that might be relevant to a givenquery. Some of the general research in the �eld of information retrieval and the associatedretrieval techniques available have been covered quite well in [74]. Bookstein [6] has recentlyreviewed the use of some of the more advanced techniques based on probability and fuzzyset theories and their related retrieval methods. Although many advances have been madein �nding newer and better retrieval techniques, only a few \conventional" techniques areactually used in large scale operational information retrieval systems. These techniques aremainly the Boolean and string searching varieties. Belkin and Croft [4] have rightly putthis situation as, \These techniques have become established more through practice thantheory." Some of the newer techniques (i.e., probabilistic retrieval, clustering, etc.), with6



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCHstrong theoretical basis, are well developed, but have been used mostly for an experimentalsetting. Belkin and Croft [4], in their review of retrieval techniques, tried to explain whythe experimental techniques (which very often performed better on standard measures) arenot used in the operational environment. They claim that advanced retrieval techniquesthen had not been validated on large collections.For the last two decades, researchers have explored the statistical characteristics of var-ious collections of messages, bibliographic citations, and other types of documents. Theydeveloped automatic indexing techniques [74], prepared lexical-relational thesauri [31], de-vised e�cient storage structures and algorithms, and proposed and evaluated retrieval ap-proaches. Yet as mentioned above, few of these advanced retrieval techniques have foundtheir way into commercial information retrieval systems [32].There are several excellent books about information retrieval that discuss problemsrelated to information retrieval in general and advanced information retrieval methods inparticular. [74] and [84] provide a thorough survey of retrieval approaches, with manyalgorithms, �le organizations, and data structures. Excellent surveys have appeared oninformation retrieval models and related subjects [4]. Some of the recent developments aree�cient ranking algorithms [33], advanced automatic feedback [69], improved techniques forprocessing queries [29, 28], fast inversion routines [32], and optimized inverted �le searches[10].2.2 File OrganizationIn a typical information retrieval system, many �les are collections of records, eachconsisting of several keys or other attributes. Usually, these �les are large and must bestored on secondary storage devices such as a magnetic disk unit, magnetic tape, or CD-ROM. Some of the measures that can be used to evaluate �le organization include:� storage required for the �le structure,� time required to read an arbitrary record,7



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCH� time required to read the next record,� time required to insert a record,� time required to modify data item values in a record,� time required to read all records sequentially, and� time required to reorganize a �le.Some of the common �le organizations include sequential, indexed sequential, B-tree,search trees, and list structures. Knuth [44] has surveyed the basics of techniques fororganizing a �le and its index. The B-tree storage scheme is discussed at length by Comer[19].Another scheme, called hashing, has been known for the past two decades for its fast readaccess. E�ciency of this scheme mainly depends on the time complexity of computing thehash function and the loading factor involved. There have been several e�orts [12] to developalgorithms to produce perfect hash functions. The SMART information retrieval system,which has already been discussed, makes extensive use of hashing for storing information.There have been some interesting variations in this scheme such as order preserving hashfunctions, and multi-key hashing schemes [24].In summary, we can say that there are a number of techniques available for �le organi-zation; although some techniques are without a doubt superior to the others for a particularsituation, selecting a technique is rather an application-dependent process.2.3 HashingHashing is considered to be the software equivalent of associative memories [43]. Withinthe context of external �les, hashing schemes are applied for the fast access of information invery large �les through the use of content addressing. The address of a record is determinedby a simple arithmetic transformation of the content of its key.8



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCHKahonen [43] and Knuth [44] discuss hashing mainly within the context of static tables.These \conventional" methods are e�cient if one can make an accurate initial estimate forthe size of the �le. Even if the speci�ed size varies with time, the performance does notdegrade if the �le is stable. A stable �le [44] refers to a structure where both insertions anddeletions occur with equal probability, keeping the size of the �le almost unchanged.The idea behind key-to-address transformation methods for external �les is to store andretrieve records of information according to keys that uniquely identify the information.Algorithms for hashed �les have two components: 1) the hashing function, and 2) the col-lision resolution method. A survey of hashing functions and collision resolution techniquescan be found in [22], [50], [44]. Carter et al. [11] characterize classes of functions which aresuitable to be used with hashing techniques.2.3.1 Hashing FunctionsThe hashing function h(k) is a mapping of the key space S onto the address spaceZm where h(k) : S ! Zm. Hashed �les rely on the uniformity of the underlying key-to-address transformation to achieve good performance. The most popular hashing functionis the division method de�ned as: h(k) = k (mod m), where m is suggested to be aprime number for good performance of the method [44]. Other methods are the midsquarehashing method, folding hashing, radix transformation, algebraic coding, and multiplicativemethods [44]. Also, distribution dependent hashing techniques have been proposed [82].These methods approximate the cumulative probability distribution of the keys over thekey space FZ(k). Some of them are the digit analysis method, piece-wise linear function,multiple frequency distribution, and the Fourier series function [22]. The performance of themost widely used hashing functions is reported in [23, 54]. Deutsher et. al. [82] characterizedistribution dependent hashing functions and compare them with the division method.These methods are found to be e�cient if static �les are considered. Also, [22] introducesthe notion of order preserving hashing based on distribution dependent functions.9



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCH2.3.2 Collision Resolution MethodsWhen dealing with hashing schemes the underlying key-to-address transformation func-tion will map di�erent key values to the same storage address location. This is referredto as a collision. Collisions are handled with overow management schemes or collisionresolution methods. Secondary storage systems are divided into storage blocks referred toas buckets. Usually, these address locations have the capacity to hold more than one record.In this case, collisions occur when the number of records that hash to a bucket exceedsits capacity. Typical collision resolution methods are open addressing, rehashing, separatechaining, coalesced chaining, and repeated hashing [44]. Several techniques use a prime (orhome) area for overow storage.With open addressing, if the key of a record is mapped to a bucket y, which has alreadyreached its capacity, then the home storage buckets are probed following a predeterminedsequence until a free location is found. When the sequence follows consecutive buckets start-ing with bucket y then the method is referred to as linear probing or progressive overow.Rehashing also uses a home area to store overow records. It is proposed as an alter-native to open addressing to alleviate the problems of primary and secondary clusteringas discussed by Knuth [44]. With rehashing, the probe sequence is determined by a sec-ond hashing function, which is independent of the initial function. Knuth suggests hashingfunctions of the form h1(k) = k (mod m)and h2(k) = 1 + (k (mod m� 2))with k as the key and m the �le size in number of storage buckets. In [22] rehashing isfound to be impractical for external �les.With separate chaining, the overowing records are stored in a linked list in an overowstorage area, which is independent of the home storage area of the �le. If the overowchains are managed with buckets of capacity greater than one, the technique is referred to10



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCHas overow bucket chaining.Coalesced chaining mixes the two concepts of open addressing and chaining. The over-ow chain is stored in the home storage area. This method was analyzed by Vitter [85].The Repeated hashing relies on multiple hash areas. When a record overows fromone area, it is rehashed onto a smaller storage area. This idea can be applied recursivelyresulting in multiple hashing areas. Repeated hashing method was analyzed by Larson [45],where he concluded that its usefulness is doubtful.The performance of hashed �les is usually measured in terms of an average cost for di�er-ent parameters, namely successful and unsuccessful searches, record insertion and deletion.Generally, the cost is expressed in the number of probes related to the number of diskaccesses to secondary storage devices.Yao [88] follows Ullman's conjecture [83] to prove that uniform hashing is optimal. Whilethis is true for static hashing methods, it does not hold for dynamic schemes that requireoverow handling procedures [58, 55]. Continuously changing environments result in �leswhose sizes cannot be accurately estimated. This led [46] to the design of �le structuresbased on dynamic hashing methods. Although with no clear boundaries, these methodsare classi�ed with two distinct classes: dynamic hashing structures with and without adirectory.2.3.3 Dynamic Hashing Structures with DirectoryDynamic hashing structures with directory methods are represented by the extendiblehashing method [25] and Larson's dynamic hashing [46]. Another method of direct interestis trie hashing [51]. The principle behind these techniques is that the �le expansion isdynamically performed by splitting, upon a collision, and overowing a bucket onto twonew buckets using a split hash function.The search cost of these methods is equal to the number of probes to the directory, andone additional probe to the leaf pages pointed to by the directory. If su�ciently small, thedirectory �ts in main memory and does not require an additional disk access. With very11



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCHlarge �les, this assumption cannot be made, and one typically needs two disk accesses toretrieve the required record. For insertion, the number of disk accesses required is very closeto two unless directory expansion or leaf splitting is required. The storage space utilizationof these methods is found to vary periodically around an average value [25]. This value isasymptotically equal to 0.69 and is equivalent to the value for B-trees and their derivatives[19]Extendible hashing was introduced and analyzed by Fagin et al. [25], and has beenexhaustively analyzed by Mendelson [57], Yao [89], and Flajolet [27]. Their analysis con-centrated on the asymptotic behavior for the di�erent extendible hashing and trie �le char-acteristics. Mendelson's analysis characterizes the probability distribution of the directorysize and depth of extendible hashing and gives a design methodology for practical systems.Flajolet's analysis covers the class of dynamic hashing schemes with directories (digitalsearch trees and their derivatives). His work, together with Yao's analysis, results in boundsfor the di�erent parameters of extendible hashing.Some extensions to extendible hashing are found in [52], where exponential hashing isused to cancel out the periodic behavior of the storage utilization of extendible hashing.Also, overow management is applied so that the directory size is kept within an upperbound determined by the available main memory area.Dynamic hashing was �rst proposed by Larson [45] and its performance was analyzed indetail by Regnier [62]. Extensions to linear dynamic hashing were proposed as well: Schollintroduced new �le structures derived from linear dynamic hashing [76]. His two schemesincrease the storage utilization of linear dynamic hashing and rely on overow managementtechniques. Taminen [81] proposed a data model for order preserving extendible hashingand analyzed binary trie structures. Regnier [63] presented an analysis of grid �le algorithmsas multidimensional generalizations of extendible hashing and linear dynamic hashing.An important extension proposed for dynamic hashing schemes with directories is theconcept of elastic buckets. This concept was �rst introduced by Lomet [53] within thecontext of indexed �le organizations and further applied to B+ trees by Baeza-Yates et. al.12



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCH[3]. The elastic buckets concept is of particular interest to this research and is presented indetail.The usual method for �le expansion in extendible hashing and linear dynamic hashingis to redistribute the records that hash to a bucket onto two buckets whenever an overowcondition occurs. This is performed by rehashing the keys of the records using an additionalhashing depth of one bit. For example, assume that the hashing function transforms keysin 8 bit code words. Consider a bucket pointed to by directory entry 3 of an extendiblehashing �le which is addressed by the rightmost two bits. All keys that hash to this buckethave a code word representation \xxxxxx11"; with \x" representing a don't care value.Assume that due to multiple insertions this bucket overows. A new bucket is created andis pointed to by entry number 7 in the directory. Then, the records are redistributed ontothe two buckets using the leftmost 3 bits. This process is referred to as bucket splitting anddoubles the storage space allocated to a key range.The idea with elastic buckets is, for an overow condition, to reassign the records thathash to a bucket of capacity bmin = b0 to a bucket of capacity b1 > b0 records. When a homebucket with a capacity of bi records overows, the records are written onto a bucket with acapacity of (bi + �b); where �b is an incremental bucket capacity. This process is continueduntil a predetermined maximum of bucket expansion is reached (say bmax). Elastic bucketsexpand the storage space allocated to a key range in small increments; this is referred toas a technique of partial expansions [53]. This technique results in �le structures that growincrementally delaying the splitting of the home buckets. Applied to dynamic hashing withdirectories, elastic buckets improve the usage of the directory space as well as its storageutilization factor.Lomet studies elastic buckets applied to B-trees and points out that the technique canbe applied to any indexed �le organization. As an example, consider an extendible hashing�le with elastic buckets with bmin = 20, bmax = 35 and �b = 5 records. One begins witha bucket capacity of 20 and expands into 3 partial expansions to a bucket capacity of 35records. When this capacity overows (i.e., at the 36th insertion), the 4th partial expansion13



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCHtakes place and the bucket splits onto two buckets with the capacity of 20 records. Notethat approximately 18 records will be allocated to each bucket.In general, if r is the number of partial expansions to a full expansion, then bmin = r � �band bmax = (2�r�1)��b. With a minimum bucket capacity of 20 records and a �b = 5 records(i.e., 4 partial expansions): the �rst partial expansion changes the utilization factor to 84%(21/25), the second partial expansion changes the utilization factor to 86.7% (26/30), thethird partial expansion changes the utilization factor to 88.5% (31/35). Finally, the splitonto two buckets of 20 records each would lead to a change in the utilization factor for thebuckets to 90% (36/40). It is clear that the utilization factor of such a scheme is assuredto be above the 84% mark.2.3.4 Directoriless Hashing StructuresDynamic hashing methods that do not require a directory are mainly represented byLitwin's linear hashing [51]. In general, to implement linear hashing, starting from a �leof N buckets, one needs a sequence of hashing functions (h0(k); h1(k); :::; hi(k); hi+1(k); :::)with the following properties:a) 0 � h0(k) � N � 1b) hi+1(k) = 8><>: hi(k) if hi(k) � sphi(k) +N � 2i otherwiseThe simple remainder hashing function is one which has the above property. To achievean even load, the two cases for hi+1(k) should occur with equal probabilities. To keep trackof the state of the �le, two variables are needed: L, called the generation number, whichcounts the number of times the �le size has doubled; and sp, the split pointer, which pointsto the next page to split. Figure 2.1 illustrates the process of splitting a bucket in linearhashing.Expanding the �le by one page requires the local reorganization of two pages: the onebeing split and the new page appended to the end of the �le. The criterion to trigger an14



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCH

Figure 2.1: Splitting a Bucket in Linear Hashing Scheme15



CHAPTER 2. RELATED RESEARCHexpansion was based upon the occurrence of a collision. This mechanism is referred to asuncontrolled splitting [48]. Another mechanism is to split when a threshold for the storageutilization is exceeded; then the �le is split by one page. This is called storage utilizationcontrolled splitting. Another mechanism is one where the primary buckets load factor iscontrolled and is referred to as load factor controlled expansion [46].It is noted that the split sequence follows a sequential pattern from the �rst to theN th bucket. This means that the split does not generally take place on the bucket thatundergoes a collision, which is typical of directoriless dynamic hashing methods. A collisionresolution method is proposed to resolve the split by assigning overow chains [51]. If thedata is uniformly distributed, the performance of the �le structure is not degraded by theoverow chains. Larson reports an average retrieval cost of 1.17 and insertion of 3.57 diskaccesses for a home page size of 20, overow page size of 5 records and storage utilizationset to 85% [48].A major extension of linear hashing is the method of partial expansions using elasticbuckets. With partial expansions, the size of the �le is doubled over a full expansion cyclecomposed of a number of partial expansion cycles. Each partial expansion cycle relocatesexpanded buckets into larger buckets, but keeps records physically contiguous. Splitting theexpanding bucket occurs during the last partial expansion cycle of a full expansion cycle.Keeping records physically contiguous is very useful when used for sequential access. Abrief overview of di�erent linear hashing schemes is provided in [48]. Litwin's original linearhashing relies on bucket chaining as the collision resolution method. An important versionof linear hashing is spiral hashing [55, 58]. Spiral hashing uses exponential hashing to cancelout the periodic behavior of linear hashing over an expansion cycle.Recent work implemented �le structures based on linear hashing that achieved one accessretrieval [47, 46]. These structures use a single �le version of linear hashing and a smallamount of internal storage in a table. Typically, one byte of internal storage is needed foreach secondary storage bucket. The table stores descriptors and separators that are usedto uniquely determine the location of any record in one disk access.16



Chapter 3The REVTOLC Experiment3.1 IntroductionRecent advances in computer hardware and dramatic improvements in CPU speed anddisk storage have enabled us to carry out experiments regarding the most e�ective methodsfor the storage and retrieval of online catalog records. A controlled experiment was conceivedto accurately determine the e�ectiveness of the advanced techniques applied.Boolean searching has been commonly used in commercial information retrieval systems.It was felt in [18] that Boolean searching was the most e�ective method that was available.However, mostly with small test collections, other studies have indicated that some of theseconventional techniques are not very e�ective [5].The REVTOLC (Retrieval Experiment Virginia Tech Online Library Catalog) studyrepresents on-going attempts to answer many of these questions with a very large collectionof catalog records. The REVTOLC experiment was able to demonstrate:1. the feasibility of applying advanced retrieval methods to provide e�ective access tolarge online public access catalogs; and2. the e�ectiveness and ease of use of advanced retrieval methods using a realisticallysized catalog collection and enough participants so that statistical assessments willbe valid and so that interactions between user characteristics and methods can bemeasured.In order to analyze collected information accurately, background information on theusers in this experiment was collected through online questionnaires. Measurements weremade regarding the time required for searching, documents marked as relevant by users and17



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTlibrarians, user interaction during the relevance feedback iterations, and user evaluationsand preferences.3.2 Advanced Information Retrieval MethodsThere has been very little reported research on the application of advanced informationretrieval methods to large online catalogs [32] (i.e., more than 100,000 records). Most of thestudies, comparing advanced retrieval methods, have used relatively small test collections.The REVTOLC pilot study involved about 300,000 entries and a relatively small sample ofvolunteers drawn from all sections of the freshman English course o�ered during the Winterquarter 1987. A total of 53 subjects successfully completed the required sessions. Onlyonline questionnaires were analyzed and reported [32]. It was not well understood why theextended Boolean (p-norm) and relevance feedback methods were not well received, butthat may have been due to a complex user interface and insu�cient time for training thesubjects. Next, we review the Boolean and three advanced information retrieval modelsused in the REVTOLC experiment.3.3 Boolean ModelIn the standard Boolean retrieval model, the search request is formulated by using termsreecting the user's information needs. Whereas the document content is often expressedby sets of terms, the queries are represented by Boolean expressions, consisting of searchterms interrelated by the Boolean operators and, or, and not. Boolean systems are easy toimplement using inverted �les, where the Boolean operators and and or correspond to listintersection and list union operations. The documents retrieved for a given query are thosethat contain index-terms in the combination speci�ed by the query. The Boolean model ispopular in operational environments because it is easy to implement and is very e�cient interms of the time required to process a query. Boolean retrieval systems are also capableof giving high performance in terms of recall and precision if the query is well formulated.18



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTThe Boolean approach has been criticized for being inexible and unfriendly [69], since itoften is hard to formulate e�ective Boolean queries.Other drawbacks of the Boolean model [69] are :1. The size of the output obtained in response to a user query is di�cult to control, sinceit depends on the occurrence frequencies of the query terms. Many documents maybe retrieved, or none at all.2. Boolean queries are strict. For example, in response to an or query (A or B or : : :orZ), a document containing only one query term is considered to be as important as adocument containing all query terms. For an and query (A and B and : : :and Z), adocument containing all query terms but one is considered as useless as a documentcontaining none of the query terms.3. The Boolean model gives counterintuitive results for certain types of queries. Forexample, consider a query of the form A and B and C and D and E. A documentindexed by all but one of the above terms will not be retrieved in response to thisquery. Intuitively it appears that the user would be interested in such a document,and that it should be retrieved. Similarly, for a query of the form A or B or C or Dor E, a document indexed by any of these terms is considered just as important asa document indexed by some or all of them. This limitation of the Boolean modelis due to its strict interpretation of the Boolean operators. Hence, we need to softenthe Boolean operators, and account for the uncertainties that are present in choosingthem and the terms in queries and documents. We can do this by making the andquery behave a bit like the or query and the or query behave somewhat like the andquery.4. The standard Boolean model has no provision for ranking documents. However, sys-tems combining features of both the Boolean and the vector models have been built toallow for ranking the result of a Boolean query, eg., the SIRE system [60]. Ranking19



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTthe documents in the order of decreasing similarity often allows the user to see themost relevant document �rst. Also, the user would be able to sequentially scan thedocuments, and stop at a certain point if he/she �nds that many of the documentsare no longer relevant to the query.5. During the indexing process for the Boolean model, it is necessary to decide whethera particular document is either relevant or non-relevant with respect to a given index-term. In the Boolean model there is no provision for capturing the uncertainty thatis present in making indexing decisions. Assigning weights to index terms adds infor-mation during the indexing process.6. The Boolean model has no provision for assigning importance factors or weights toquery terms. Yet, searchers often can rate or rank index-terms in queries based onhow indicative they are of desired content. Thus, it would be useful to allow weightsto be assigned to (some) query terms, to indicate that the presence or absence of aparticular query term is more important than that of another term.7. The dependence on Boolean logic requires that the users be trained in constructionof queries, because it is not intuitively obvious, and di�ers from common naturallanguage usage.3.4 Vector ModelThe vector model [73] assigns a di�erent dimension in a multi-dimensional space toeach term in a collection. In contrast to the Boolean Model, the vector model allows termweighting and provides ranked output. Documents and queries are points in the space, sotheir vectors can be correlated. A similarity measure can be computed between a queryvector and document vectors, and the retrieved documents can be presented to the userin decreasing order of the query-document similarity. When a user looks at documents\near" a query, and �nds some that are relevant, a feedback process can be invoked to20



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTautomatically move the query closer to the relevant documents.3.5 Vector with Automatic Relevance FeedbackIn a vector processing system, an approximation to an optimal query vector may begenerated by adding to an initial query formulation terms extracted from previously re-trieved documents identi�ed as relevant to the query, and analogously by subtracting froman initial query formulation terms extracted from previously retrieved documents identi�edas nonrelevant documents [69]. Assuming that the relevance factors have been computedfor all documents, the items may then be ranked and retrieved in decreasing order accordingto their presumed importance to the user. Feedback queries typically perform much betterthan original queries.3.6 Extended Boolean Model (p-norm)Besides allowing document-weights for index-terms, the extended Boolean model [69][70], also allows query terms to have weights. In the p-norm model, a document D withweights dA1 , dA2 , : : : , dAn with respect to index-terms A1, A2, : : : , An is considered tobe a point with co-ordinates (dA1 ,dA2 ,: : : , dAn) in an n-dimensional space. These docu-ment weights are generally obtained using term frequency and inverse document frequencystatistics, with proper normalization. Also, the similarity computation between a Booleanquery statement and a set of terms representing a document is based on Lp vector normcomputations, and is controlled by a variable parameter p; 1 � p � 1. When p is large,the classical Boolean operators maintain their strict interpretations. As p gets smaller, theinterpretation of Boolean operators softens. When p reaches 1, the distinction of Booleanoperators or and and is lost completely. Sophisticated users may wish to assign the p val-ues and query weights. Extensive experimentation [49] demonstrated that system assignedp-values (i.e., p = 2 throughout a query) can give good results, and that uniform queryweighting of 1 or based on inverse document frequency will lead to e�ective retrieval.21



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTConsider a set of terms A1; A2; : : : ; An, and let dAi represent the weight of term Ai insome document D = (dA1 ; dA2 ; : : : ; dAn); 0 � dAi � 1. An or query Qor is represented asQor (p) = [(A1; a1)orp(A2; a2)orp : : :orp(An; an)]where ai speci�es the weights of query term Ai; 0 � ai and 1 � p � 1. Similarly, an andquery Qand is Qand (p) = [(A1; a1)andp(A2; a2)andp : : :andp(An; an)]The similarity between the documentD and the queries Qor(p) and Qand (p) is computedas sim[D;Qor(p)] =  ap1dA1p + ap2dA2p + : : :+ apndAnpap1 + ap2 + : : :+ apn ! 1psim[D;Qand(p)] = 1�  ap1(1� dA1)p + ap2(1� dA2)p) + : : :+ apn(1� dAn)pap1 + ap2 + : : :+ apn ! 1pNotice that when the p value is greater than one, the computational expense can behigh. This is because of the need for expensive exponentiation computations. More complexextended Boolean queries can be constructed by substituting a subquery for the basic termsin the forms above. Retrieval experiments [69] have shown these queries to yield e�ectiveresults.3.7 Optimization of Inverted Vector SearchesIn this section, we present e�cient algorithms to speed up �nding best matches ininformation retrieval systems. In response to a user query, best match searching requires�nding those documents that are most similar to the user query, and then ranking themaccording to the similarity measure used.There are three major points in designing an e�cient information retrieval system:22



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT� importance weights assigned to documents and query terms,� similarity measure used, and� stopping rules applied to decrease the number of query document comparisons thatmust be computed in order to retrieve relevant documents.These points are important when large document collections (i.e., over a million docu-ments) are to be stored on slow magnetic or optical media.LetD be the document collection consisting of n documents and T the system dictionaryconsisting of m index terms used for content identi�cation.De�ne an indexing function I(Di) � T that given the text of a document Di, returns asubset of weighted index termsI(Di) = f(tij ; wij)j1 � j � m; tj 2 Tgwhere tij represents the assignment of term tj to the document Di and wij is a real numberin the interval [0; 1] which reects the importance of the term tj for identifying the documentDi.The same indexing function can be applied to the text of a query to get a comparablequery representative I(Q) = f(qj ; wqj)j1 � j � m; qj 2 TgAn inverted list associated with the term tj is the set of documents indexed by such aterm Dtj = fDijtj 2 I(Di)gGiven a query Q, the set PQ of documents which possibly satisfy the query is given byP (Q) = [qj2TDqj23



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTThe set PQ represents the union of the inverted lists associated with each of the queryterms, (i.e., the set of documents which share at least one term in common with the query).The set R(Q; h) of the r = jR(Q; h)j documents which best satisfy the query is given byR(Q; h) = fDijS(Di; Q) � h;Di 2 P (Q)gwhere S is a similarity function which returns a real number such that a high value implies ahigh degree of resemblance and h is a threshold value. A ranked output can be obtained byarranging the retrieved items in decreasing order of query-document similarity as measuredby the S-values.3.7.1 Best Match RetrievalA straightforward procedure to obtain best match documents is to match the queryagainst each of the documents in the collection, compute similarities, sort the similaritiesinto descending order and take the r highest rank documents. Obviously, it would requireO(n) computations, which is impractical for large collections. More practical approachesinclude:Cluster ApproachIn this approach, the collection is preprocessed and partitioned into clusters, each clustercontaining similar documents. The �rst stage of the retrieval process is to �nd those similarclusters that are most signi�cantly correlated with the given query and then the query ismatched against each document contained in all identi�ed clusters.Inverted List ApproachIf the inverted �le is available, the number of documents that must be considered isreduced. Most of the commonly used similarity functions that have been used in IR systems24



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTinvolve the terms in common between the query and the document. Hence,S(Di; Q) 6= 0i� the query and the document vectors have at least one common term. Thus, we haveto process only the set Di 2 PQ of documents which appear at least once in the postingscorresponding to the query terms, while all other documents can be discarded.Several researchers have described ranking algorithms based upon an inverted �le or-ganization. Smeaton and VanRijsbergen [78] have described an algorithm which evaluatesonly a subset of likely relevant documents. However, their approach requires accessing alarge portion of the document �le. A �rst algorithm that reaches the goal of eliminatingmany of the accesses to the document �le was proposed by Noreault [60]. The basic idea is toprocess the query lists, but when a document is encountered for the �rst time in the list, noattempt is made to match the corresponding document vector, thus avoiding the access tothe document �le. Instead a counter is allocated to such a document and set to one. Whena document appears once again in a subsequent list, its counter is incremented by one. Theend result is to have in each counter the number of matching terms between the documentand the query. If the terms have attached weights, the counters will be incremented by theproduct of the query and document weights. Thus, these counters will contain the innerproduct between the document and the query terms. The advantage of this approach isthat we need have no access to the document �le if a suitable similarity function is used.In the inverted �le entries, we have to store the references to the documents indexed by theterm and the corresponding weights. The details of the algorithm is presented in Figure3.1.The presented algorithm computes the document similarity for each Di 2 P (Q) { thatis for each document which has a non-zero value for the similarity function. However, thereare a considerable number of documents having a very small similarity with the query. Thisimplies that many useless calculations of many low value similarities for the documents willnot contribute to �nding the closest set. Buckley and Lewit [10] propose an algorithm for25



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTfor each QuestionTerm qj do(1) Read InvertedList; composed of pairs (Di; wtij)(2) for each document Di in the list do(3) if NewDocument then AllocateCounter C(Di) = 0;(4) C(Di) = C(Di) + (wqj � wtij)(5) Sort C(Di) in decreasing order;(6) Present the top r documents;Figure 3.1: The Basic Algorithm for Best Match Retrieval�nding the closest set computing partial similarities, taking into account only useful invertedlists. More on this approach is given in Section 3.7.3, after introducing the weighting schemethat must be considered.3.7.2 Weighting SchemesThe weighting scheme used in the REVTOLC experiment is the augmented normalizedterm frequency, which is based on the occurrence frequency of each term in the documenttext. The weight wtij which reects the presumed importance of term tj for qualifying thecontent of document Di is de�ned aswtij = (0:5 + 0:5Fij)=Fmaxiwhere Fij represents the occurrence frequency of the term tj in the document Dj normalizedby Fmaxi , the maximum occurrence frequency among the terms associated with Di. Thee�ect of such normalization is that longer documents do not produce higher term weightsthan shorter ones.The same indexing and weighting process is performed on the text of the query; produc-ing a query representation consisting of a set of pairs (qj ; wqj) with wqj denoting the degreeof importance of the term qj . In the REVTOLC experiment, the weight attached to eachquery term is determined also by its IDF (Inverse Document Frequency). For each term j,26



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTit is computed as IDFj = lognnj where n is the number of documents in the collection andnj is the number of documents in which the term j appears: nj = jDtj j.Using this approach, query terms are assigned weights inversely proportional to theirfrequency of occurrence in the collection. Thus, infrequently occurring terms are assignedlarger weights than terms which occur in many documents.During the matching process, the e�ect of this approach is to combine the local occur-rence of a term within a document, which reect its importance, with the total occurrenceof the same term within the collection, which reects its discrimination power.A retrieval operation involves the identi�cation of documents most similar to the sub-mitted query. A range of matching functions is available in order to measure the query-document closeness. They are normally computed as a function of the number and theweights of attributes in common between the document and query terms. Thus, a sim-ilarity of a document Di, with respect to the query Q; that consists of the query terms(q1; : : : ; qn) is: S(Di; Q) = kXj=1wqjwtij3.7.3 The AlgorithmIn this section, we present a ranking algorithm in which partial similarities are main-tained only for documents which are presumed to reach the closest set. The search procedureattempts to stop as soon as the minimum number of inverted query term lists have beenexamined enough to guarantee the retrieval of the best documents. The algorithm is de-tailed in Figure 3.2. RelSet is the set of relevant documents and is maintained in decreasingorder of partial similarity. BestDocOut is the document being replaced by a presumablymore relevant document.In (1), the query terms are sorted in order of decreasing weight. As the term weight isdetermined by its IDF value, the e�ect is to have those terms which apply to few documentsat the top. Consequently, we process the shorter inverted lists �rst, leaving at the bottom27



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTthe lists which include a larger number of documents. Then, we start to process the querylists in this order. Let us assume that we have processed l query lists out of k and we have acurrent closest set R including the documents D1; : : : ; Dr in decreasing order of similarity.Dr always represents the current last document in the relevant set R.We have to process now the (l+1)th query list. For each document Di referenced in thelist, an upperbound for the similarity value can be computed assuming Di should happento match all of the remaining query terms. If the computed upperbound for Di is less thanthe similarity value associated with Dr, it means the document Di will never reach therelevance set so that it can be removed from further consideration.Moreover, we terminate the algorithm if the best document out of the relevance set Ris not expected to give a similarity better than the last document in the set R, that is Dr.Now, let us look at the evaluation of an upperbound U(Di) for the total query-documentsimilarity, given a query Q consisting of (q1; : : : ; qk) terms and given the document Di.After processing the �rst l query lists, let si be the current score for the document Di.Then, the total similarity for Di can be bounded according to the following relation:S(Q;Di) � si + kXj=l+1wqj � wtijThe summation kXj=l+1wqj � wtijcorresponds to the maximum remaining similarity, assuming the worst case that all theremaining un-inspected terms (k-l) are in common between the document and the query.Since the weighting scheme in e�ect computes the document term weight as the intra-document normalized frequency, the document term weight wtij is bounded by 1.0. Itfollows that S(Q;Di) � si + kXj=l+1wqj � wtij � si + kXj=l+1wqj28



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT(1) sort QuestionTerms in decreasing order of weightrepeat for each QuestionTerm qj(* RelSet is maintained in decreasing order of partial similarity *)Read InvertedList; composed of pairs(Di; wtij)(2) for each document Di in the list do(3) if jRelSetj � r then // RelSet is not fullC(Di) = C(Di) + wqj � wtijenter Di into the RelSet;(4) else if U(Di) > C(Dr) and(C(Di) = C(Di) + (wqj �wtij) > C(Dr) thenadd Di to RelSet(5) Compute U(BestDocOut);(6) until LastQuestionTerm or U(BestDocOut) � C(Dr)(7) Present the RelSet sorted in decreasing order;Figure 3.2: The Enhanced Algorithm for Best Match RetrievalHence, an upperbound for S(Q;Di) can be de�ned asU(Di) = si + kXj=l+1wqjThe result is that we can compute U(Di) taking into account only the weights of theremaining query terms, which are already known. The disadvantage is that U(Di) is nottight. Nevertheless, we used this algorithm in our experiment to achieve faster retrieval.3.8 The MethodThe hypothesis that was tested was: advanced retrieval techniques such as extendedBoolean (p-norm), probabilistic feedback and vector retrieval are more e�ective and easierto use than some conventional techniques such as Boolean searching. The other variablesconsidered were:� question | Would results vary based on the question considered?29



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT� time | Would subjects achieve better results if allowed more time?� participant | Would results vary between the participants?� order of searching | Since we decided that each participant should search for recordsin response to two queries for each of two retrieval methods (i.e., 4 queries per partic-ipant), would the order of the two methods inuence the results? Or the order of thetwo queries inside a method?� evaluation metric | Would results di�er based on the evaluation metric (i.e., averageprecision, E measure)?In order to test this hypothesis, and to determine the e�ects on other variables, a numberof subjects were chosen from the Virginia Tech student body and asked to participate in aretrieval experiment. Their interaction and use of the system was carefully recorded andthe information they provided was carefully collected for analysis.3.9 The ExperimentThe �rst task was to provide all the supporting technology that is required for such alarge experiment. A huge e�ort was launched to �nd better techniques for handling thelarge number of keys that were commonly found such as names, terms, and keywords.Since the number of keys in library catalogs was estimated to be of the order of hundredsof thousands from initial experimentation with pilot studies, better techniques for accessingdictionaries were developed. In order to improve e�ciency of accessing large dictionariesand inverted lists, we can use minimal perfect hash functions to provide access to thesestatic data structures in an optimal fashion. Minimal perfect hash functions locate a recordin a single disk access, are e�cient to evaluate, and require minimal storage overhead.A number of steps were taken in order to enhance the technology for the experiment.1. The SMART information retrieval system [28] that was developed at Cornell wasselected as the basis for the test bed. 30



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT2. A disk-based method was developed to build inverted �les. The method makes nearoptimal use of available primary memory and requires O(n) time given a collection ofcompressed document vectors with total length n [29].3. The SMART system was then ported to the Sequent Balance computer running Dynix,a version of the UNIX operating system. Since the Sequent is a multi-processorsystem, some of the indexing, inversion, and computations were studied with a viewto parallelization.4. The algorithms previously developed [30] for computing minimal perfect hash functionwere dependency graph based algorithms. Therefore, simpler and cheaper algorithmwas developed. The expected time required by the algorithm is 
(n1+�) to �nd anMPHF of size n=(� ln 2) bits, where � is the e�ciency of representing an MPHF [41].5. The search, retrieval, and ranking algorithms in SMART were considerably improvedfor these four methods.6. A form-based interface was developed [77] for SMART that would run on VT100character terminals.7. Tutorial and logging software was developed (see Appendix B). This provided the sub-jects with a gentle introduction to searching. The logging software collected informa-tion both explicitly through online questionnaires and implicitly from the keystrokesthat users entered during the search session.The REVTOLC experiment involved 216 students as subjects, 35 librarians who pro-vided relevance judgments, four retrieval methods being compared, eighteen questions col-lected from library users, and roughly half a million catalog records provided by the VPI&SUlibrary in 1986. Several publications have reported on our fast methods for �le inversion,and perfect hashing techniques (ordered and unordered) suitable for millions of keywords[34, 35]. 31



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT3.10 Experimental DesignThe REVTOLC experiment involved an extended version of the SMART [28] system.The experiment and retrieval methods were explained to the subjects through extensiveonline tutorials, help menus, and written explanations. A collection of REVTOLC queries,forms, and tutorials are included in B.1, B.3, and B.4.We developed a powerful experimental design so that conclusive results can be derived.The following ingredients were necessary:� access to data for a large number of catalog records | in our case about 500,000records from the Newman Library VTLS system were included.� a software system that could be used to search through that data | the SMARTsystem (originally developed at Cornell) was modi�ed for this purpose, with a greatdeal of interface and library record manipulation software.� a computer system that could support a number of simultaneous users searchingagainst the catalog database | a Sequent Symmetry in the Department of ComputerScience was used, with its 10 processors, along with related network connections,terminals, and other networked computers to allow TELNET sessions.� participants who would try out the system on the records | over 220 students atVirginia Tech were recruited.� questions asked by students in the library | many were collected using a speciallydesigned form (see Appendix B). From these, 18 were selected and searched by theparticipants and also later by expert librarians.The questions selected are shown in Table 3.1.We chose four advanced retrieval methods to compare:� Boolean retrieval 32



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT
No. Question1 Active phase cancellation, noise attenuation systems2 Thermal desorption spectroscopy3 Neural networks4 Sayarner Truth, black abolishionist5 Foot kicking procedures used with infants6 A. Stindberg and his inuence on the writings of O'Neill7 Remote sensing8 Ceramic matrix composites9 Human relationships in Colonial America10 Endangered species and �sheries ecology11 Franchising in USA and international markets12 Consumer studies and behavior13 Primitive and organic farming14 Electrolytic solution temperature dependence on Electromotive Force15 Early weaning of pigs16 Communication taxonomies and relational communication17 A book by Ayn Rand18 Exploratory behaviors with conjugate reinforcement using foot kickingTable 3.1: Selected Questions
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CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGroup Method 1 Method 21 Vector with Auto Feedback Boolean2 Vector with Auto Feedback Vector3 Vector with Auto Feedback P-norm4 Boolean Vector with Auto Feedback5 Boolean Vector6 Vector Vector with Auto Feedback7 Vector Boolean8 Vector P-norm9 P-norm Vector with Auto Feedback10 P-norm Boolean11 P-norm Vector12 Boolean P-normTable 3.2: The REVTOLC Experiment Assignment of Methods to Groups� Extended Boolean using the p-norm model� Vector retrieval� Vector retrieval with probabilistic feedbackEach of the 216 subjects worked with two methods. To eliminate the e�ects of the orderof working with the two methods, we varied the order as well, and so had 4*3 = 12 testgroups as shown in Table 3.2. Subjects were assigned randomly without duplication tothese groups. Every group had 18 subjects.Besides handling the order of searching with the two methods, we have attempted toensure the generality of our results by roughly balancing the subjects with respect to gen-der, academic level (from freshman to senior to graduate student), and college (randomlyselecting courses o�ered during the Spring and �rst Summer sessions, 1990). After eachquery is processed, users are encouraged to look at a detail screen for any retrieved docu-ment, and are then forced to reply regarding whether this is indeed relevant: \Y" for yes,\N" for no, or \D" for don't know.Sessions typically lasted for 60-90 minutes. Each subject was paid $5 dollars for partic-ipating in the experiment. Figure 3.3 illustrates the steps of a typical REVTOLC session.34



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTFigure 3.4 shows the average training time for each method.In Figure 3.5, we see one possible Boolean search formulation for one of these questions.Note that this form-based scheme simpli�es the task for novices, yet gives a great deal ofexibility. Terms on each line are ANDed, but lines for each \�eld" can be either ANDedor ORed, and the various �elds also can be either ANDed or ORed (see explanation aboutPF2 and PF3 in upper right of the �gure).The results of this Boolean search are given in Figure 3.6, where four books were re-trieved, judged relevant by this subject. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show two portions of thedetailed information for the fourth entry listed in Figure 3.6.
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CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT

Figure 3.3: A Typical REVTOLC Session36



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT

Figure 3.4: Average Training for the Four Retrieval Methods37



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTFigure 3.9 is for another question and illustrates form-based entry for vector queries.In this scheme, each term entered is assigned a weight, and pattern matching between thequery and the documents leads to selection and ranking for the ten best matches. Theresults are shown in Figure 3.10, captured after relevance judgments were added by theauthor. Users may elect to have the computer system automatically construct a new querybased on relevance feedback; the results are shown in Figure 3.11. Training time varied,depending on method. Boolean took longest, with descending times for p-norm, vector withauto feedback, and vector methods.
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CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT

Figure 3.5: Screen with Boolean Question39
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Figure 3.6: Screen Listing Boolean Question Results and Relevance Judgments40



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT

Figure 3.7: Screen Showing First Page for Selection 4 from Boolean Question41
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Figure 3.8: Screen Showing Second Page for Selection 4 from Boolean Question42



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT3.11 Detailed Results from Questionnaire AnalysisFor each of the following questionaire questions, results were compared as a function ofthe four retrieval methods:1. How many computer courses have you taken before college or in college?2. How often do you use a computer?3. Do you like to use a computer?4. How many times have you used VTLS?5. How many times have you used another retrieval system?6. What is your typing skill?7. What is your gender?8. How would you describe your patience?9. What is your overall grade point average?10. What is your academic level?11. What is the category that best describes your academic area?12. How do you describe the question you are trying to �nd documents to satisfy?13. How do �nd the time delay when the computer is �nding documents?14. Has this computer search helped you to �nd items you were looking for?15. Among the citations provided by this search, what percentage seemed relevant to thequestion you entered?16. How easy you would best describes your search?17. In general, how do you judge using this method to search for library material?43



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT

Figure 3.9: Screen with Vector Question44
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Figure 3.10: Screen Listing Vector Question Results and Relevance Judgments45



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT

Figure 3.11: Screen Listing Vector Question Results (starting with number 11) and FeedbackResults (entries 1-10) 46



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT18. Were the results of the searches what you expected?19. To what degree do you think this method is an e�ective aid to casual searching for afew library references?20. To what degree do you think this method is an e�ective aid to comprehensive searchingfor as complete a set as possible of relevant library references?21. Was being able to manually edit your earlier query helpful?22. How do describe the display of the details of documents retrieved?23. Was the information and assistance given to you by the method easy to understandand adequate?24. Is it easy to learn to use this method?25. In general, Is this method easy to use?26. Is searching with this method easier than searching with VTLS?27. In general, did the method do a good job helping you �nd useful items?28. Do you have anything else you want to say or comment about the method or thisstudy?29. Is the editor for entering your question easy to use?30. Did the feedback facility help you �nd additional useful items?31. The computer has tried to rank output so best results are �rst { Does this ranking ofoutput help quickly identify relevant documents?An analysis was done using GLM (Generalized Linear Model) with the SAS package.Using a comparison error rate of 0.01, no signi�cant di�erences among the methods werefound regarding questions 1-12, 28, 30, 31. Other questions showed signi�cant di�erences47



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTQuestionaire Means for 4 Retrieval Methods Value RangeQuestion 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm) and Description13 2.84 3.00 2.44 2.53 1:long - 4:short14 2.28 2.20 2.75 2.35 1:more - 4:nothing15 2.63 2.83 2.42 2.76 1:0-20 - 5:80-100%16 1.78 1.67 2.17 1.90 1:easy - 4:di�cult17 2.25 2.29 1.72 2.09 1:too much - 3:less18 2.68 2.36 2.92 2.64 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.19 2.31 2.03 3.09 2.63 1:very e�. - 5:not e�.20 2.27 2.25 3.02 2.53 1:very e�. - 5:not e�.21 1.64 1.51 1.76 1.76 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.22 2.17 2.03 2.52 2.29 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.23 1.11 1.07 1.29 1.22 1:yes - 2:no24 1.90 1.77 2.56 2.46 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.25 1.93 1.74 2.72 2.41 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.26 2.65 2.54 3.06 2.89 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.27 2.25 2.05 2.83 2.37 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.29 1.86 1.96 2.68 2.28 1:st.agree - 5:st.disag.Table 3.3: Means for Questionaire Questions for the Four Retrieval Methodsin responses, depending on which method was used. For those questions, the means areshown in Table 3.3.The tests indicated many signi�cant di�erences. For grouping purposes we refer toVector and Vector with Feedback as \vector-type" and refer to Boolean and P-norm as\Boolean-type". For question:13 | Regarding computer time delay in response, there was a signi�cant di�erence betweenvector-type methods (Vector, Vector with Feedback) which people found shorter thanBoolean-type methods (Boolean, P-norm). See Table 3.4.14 | Regarding the number of useful items found, there was a signi�cant di�erence be-tween (Vector, Vector with Feedback, P-norm) methods (which people found yieldedmore) and the Boolean method. See Table 3.5.15 | Regarding the percentage of the documents found that were relevant, there was48



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.84 1 - 0.0141 0.0001 0.00012 3.00 2 0.0141 - 0.0001 0.00013 2.44 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.16124 2.53 4 0.0001 0.0001 0.1612 -Table 3.4: Means for Questionaire Question 13 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.28 1 - 0.2958 0.0001 0.44442 2.20 2 0.2958 - 0.0001 0.07003 2.75 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 2.35 4 0.4444 0.0700 0.0001 -Table 3.5: Means for Questionaire Question 14 for the Four Retrieval Methodsa signi�cant di�erence between P-norm (yielding a higher percentage) and Boolean.Similarly, Vector with Feedback yielded a higher percentage than Boolean, see Table3.6.16 | Regarding ease of search, there was a signi�cant di�erence between (Vector, Vec-tor with Feedback, P-norm) methods (which people found easier) and the Booleanmethod. Vector with Feedback was preferred to Boolean, see Table 3.7.GLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.63 1 - 0.0846 0.0530 0.27382 2.83 2 0.0846 - 0.0002 0.53903 2.42 3 0.0530 0.0002 - 0.00244 2.76 4 0.2738 0.5390 0.0024 -Table 3.6: Means for Questionaire Question 15 for the Four Retrieval Methods49



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 1.78 1 - 0.1061 0.0001 0.06602 1.67 2 0.1061 - 0.0001 0.00053 2.17 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 1.90 4 0.0660 0.0005 0.0001 -Table 3.7: Means for Questionaire Question 16 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.25 1 - 0.3404 0.0001 0.00072 2.29 2 0.3404 - 0.0001 0.00013 1.72 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 2.09 4 0.0007 0.0001 0.0001 -Table 3.8: Means for Questionaire Question 17 for the Four Retrieval Methods17 | Regarding time for a search, there was a signi�cant di�erence between vector-typemethods (which people found took less) and Boolean-type methods. See Table 3.8.18 | Regarding if the results of the search were what was expected, there was a signi�cantdi�erence between (Vector, P-norm) methods (agree), Vector with Feedback, andBoolean. See Table 3.9.GLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.68 1 - 0.0001 0.0010 0.61142 2.36 2 0.0001 - 0.0001 0.00013 2.92 3 0.0010 0.0001 - 0.00024 2.64 4 0.6114 0.0001 0.0002 -Table 3.9: Means for Questionaire Question 18 for the Four Retrieval Methods50



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.31 1 - 0.0024 0.0001 0.00042 2.03 2 0.0024 - 0.0001 0.00013 3.09 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 2.63 4 0.0004 0.0001 0.0001 -Table 3.10: Means for Questionaire Question 19 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.27 1 - 0.7818 0.0001 0.00312 2.25 2 0.7818 - 0.0001 0.00113 3.02 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 2.53 4 0.0031 0.0011 0.0001 -Table 3.11: Means for Questionaire Question 20 for the Four Retrieval Methods19 | Regarding e�ectiveness of helping casual searching, there was a signi�cant di�erencebetween (Vector, vector with Feedback, P-norm) methods (which people found e�ec-tive) and Boolean | and also between Vector with Feedback (e�ective) and (Vector,P-norm), and Vector (e�ective) and Boolean. See Table 3.10.20 | Regarding e�ectiveness of helping comprehensive searching, the means are in order(from most e�ective to least): Vector, Vector with Feedback, P-norm, Boolean withsigni�cant di�erences Vector vs. Boolean type, Vector with Feedback vs. Boolean-type, P-norm vs. Boolean. See Table 3.11.21 | Regarding if it was helpful to manually edit earlier queries, there was a signi�cantdi�erence between methods Vector with Feedback (agree) and Boolean-type. SeeTable 3.12.22 | Regarding if the display of details was clear and adequate, there was a signi�cantdi�erence between methods (Vector, Vector with Feedback, P-norm) and Boolean,51



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 1.64 1 - 0.0246 0.0222 0.02262 1.51 2 0.0246 - 0.0001 0.00013 1.76 3 0.0222 0.0001 - 0.96074 1.76 4 0.0226 0.0001 0.9607 -Table 3.12: Means for Questionaire Question 21 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.17 1 - 0.0830 0.0001 0.12222 2.03 2 0.0830 - 0.0001 0.00103 2.52 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00294 2.29 4 0.1222 0.0010 0.0029 -Table 3.13: Means for Questionaire Question 22 for the Four Retrieval Methodsand between Vector with Feedback and P-norm. See Table 3.13.23 | Regarding if the information was easy to understand and adequate, there was asigni�cant di�erence between vector-type methods and Boolean-type methods. SeeTable 3.14.24 | Regarding if the method was easy to learn, there was a signi�cant di�erence betweenGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 1.11 1 - 0.1746 0.0001 0.00012 1.07 2 0.1746 - 0.0001 0.00013 1.29 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.01254 1.22 4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0125 -Table 3.14: Means for Questionaire Question 23 for the Four Retrieval Methods52



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 1.90 1 - 0.0810 0.0001 0.00012 1.77 2 0.0810 - 0.0001 0.00013 2.56 3 0.0001 0.0001 . 0.18034 2.46 4 0.0001 0.0001 0.1803 -Table 3.15: Means for Questionaire Question 24 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 1.93 1 - 0.0146 0.0001 0.00012 1.74 2 0.0146 - 0.0001 0.00013 2.72 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 2.41 4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 -Table 3.16: Means for Questionaire Question 25 for the Four Retrieval Methodsvector-type methods (agree) and Boolean-type methods. See Table 3.15.25 | Regarding if the method was easy to use, there was a signi�cant di�erence betweenvector-type methods (agree) and Boolean-type methods | also between methods P-norm (agree) and Boolean. See Table 3.16.26 | Regarding if the method was easier than VTLS (the locally used library catalogsystem), there was a signi�cant di�erence between vector-type methods (agree) andBoolean | also between methods Vector with Feedback (agree) and P-norm. SeeTable 3.17.27 | Regarding if the method did a good job, there was a signi�cant di�erence betweenvector-type methods (agree) and Boolean | also between methods P-norm (agree)and Boolean, and Vector with Feedback and P-norm. See Table 3.18.29 | Regarding if the editor was easy to use, there was a signi�cant di�erence between53



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.65 1 - 0.2958 0.0001 0.02942 2.54 2 0.2958 - 0.0001 0.00123 3.06 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.11524 2.89 4 0.0294 0.0012 0.1152 -Table 3.17: Means for Questionaire Question 26 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 2.25 1 - 0.0094 0.0001 0.12242 2.05 2 0.0094 - 0.0001 0.00013 2.83 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 2.37 4 0.1224 0.0001 0.0001 -Table 3.18: Means for Questionaire Question 27 for the Four Retrieval Methodsvector-type methods (which people found faster) and Boolean-type methods, and P-norm vs. Boolean.Clearly, method 3 (Boolean) is not well liked, and method 2 (vector with relevancefeedback) is generally preferred.GLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Vector) 2 (Fdbk) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 1.86 1 - 0.3565 0.0001 0.00012 1.96 2 0.3565 - 0.0001 0.00113 2.68 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 2.28 4 0.0001 0.0011 0.0001 -Table 3.19: Means for Questionaire Question 29 for the Four Retrieval Methods54



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT3.12 E�ectiveness ResultsIn this section, we present a complete evaluation of the relative e�ectiveness of the fourretrieval methods tested in the REVTOLC experiment.The standard formulation for recall and precision [72, 67] were used; if A is the set ofrelevant documents for a given query, and B is the set of retrieved documents, thenRecall = jA \BjjAjPrecision = jA \BjjBjwhere \jxj" is the number of documents in set x.We have computed the recall and precision of each search based on the previouslyidenti�ed relevant documents. Relevance judgments were done by librarians at VirginiaTech Library. For each query, all documents retrieved by any of the subjects were inspectedby at least two librarians and judged on a scale of 4: 1 { not relevant, 2 { possibly relevant,3 { likely relevant, 4 { de�nitely relevant. The judgments were averaged and fed intothe SMART evaluation package at two cuto� points: 3 (likely relevant) and 4 (de�nitelyrelevant).Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show the overall means for the e�ectiveness of the fourretrieval methods for di�erent scales (likely relevant, de�nitely relevant) of relevance judg-ments. Since the results are similar, in further analysis the binary categorization \relevant"was de�ned by average judgment of at least 3. The graphs show that vector methodsachieved higher precision than the Boolean method at di�erent recall levels.Table 3.20 lists average precision for each question and the four retrieval methods.Best performing methods are highlighted. We have noticed that methods performanceis dependent on the question and have tried to study the relationship between di�erentretrieval metrics and question length. We de�ne question length as the number of words inthe question that are not stop words. Stop words are high frequency words such as \the"and \by". 55



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT

Figure 3.12: Average Precision vs. Recall for the Four Retrieval Methods- Likely Relevant56
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Figure 3.13: Average Precision vs. Recall for the Four Retrieval Methods- De�nitely Rele-vant 57



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTQuestion Vector with Auto Feedback Vector Boolean P-norm1 0.3838 0.4931 0.1664 0.31612 0.7741 0.3174 0.3119 0.43413 0.6549 0.5505 0.0077 0.10764 0.0717 0.2850 0.3517 0.54595 0.4045 0.2049 0.2427 0.57706 0.5757 0.5071 0.6979 0.37677 0.4351 0.4089 0.2212 0.55398 0.7080 0.4662 0.1772 0.61209 0.1804 0.2591 0.0304 0.176710 0.5122 0.1286 0.1957 0.364211 0.8854 0.5187 0.3641 0.744712 0.0612 0.9788 0.0970 0.470313 0.7819 0.7732 0.2555 0.959314 0.6335 0.2595 0.0411 0.555315 0.0681 0.0320 0.0881 0.008616 0.2430 0.3989 0.1004 0.056017 0.9322 0.8271 0.7748 0.476218 0.1819 0.1979 0.1892 0.2252Table 3.20: Average Precision Values for the Four Retrieval MethodsIn Tables 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, and 3.25, we show the number of retrieved documents,and the number of relevant retrieved documents, then we compute the precision and recallfor each method and for di�erent question lengths. We notice that the Vector with AutoFeedback method retrieved more relevant items than other methods. Also, we notice thatBoolean queries yield higher precision but lower recall, and retrieve fewer documents.In Table 3.26, we show recall values for the four retrieval methods. The exact recall isMethod Retrieved Rel-ret Precision RecallVector with Auto Feedback 4643 783 0.1686 0.6032Vector 3478 578 0.1662 0.4453Boolean 1873 387 0.2066 0.2982P-norm 3814 632 0.1657 0.4869Table 3.21: Total Retrieved, Total Relevant-Retrieved, Precision, and Recall for the FourRetrieval Methods, out of 1298 Relevant 58



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTMethod Retrieved Rel-ret Precision RecallVector with Auto Feedback 27.69 12.42 0.448 0.077Vector 27.51 12.66 0.460 0.079Boolean 9.91 6.34 0.640 0.039P-norm 22.27 6.78 0.304 0.042Table 3.22: Average Retrieved, Average Relevant-Retrieved, Precision, and Recall for theFour Retrieval Methods for Queries of Length 2, out of 161 RelevantMethod Retrieved Rel-ret Precision RecallVector with Auto Feedback 32.83 13.14 0.400 0.031Vector 26.38 11.88 0.450 0.028Boolean 10.84 8.27 0.763 0.019P-norm 27.09 13.08 0.483 0.030Table 3.23: Average Retrieved, Average Relevant-Retrieved, Precision, and Recall for theFour Retrieval Methods for Queries of Length 3, out of 430 RelevantMethod Retrieved Rel-ret Precision RecallVector with Auto Feedback 43.06 9.19 0.213 0.018Vector 28.15 6.67 0.237 0.012Boolean 16.81 4.34 0.258 0.013P-norm 28.61 6.34 0.222 0.016Table 3.24: Average Retrieved, Average Relevant-Retrieved, Precision, and Recall for theFour Retrieval Methods for Queries of Length 4, out of 505 RelevantMethod Retrieved Rel-ret Precision RecallVector with Auto Feedback 64.35 9.92 0.154 0.049Vector 30.91 5.83 0.189 0.029Boolean 21.15 6.35 0.300 0.031P-norm 33.44 8.29 0.248 0.041Table 3.25: Average Retrieved, Average Relevant-Retrieved, Precision, and Recall for theFour Retrieval Methods for Queries of Length 6, out of 202 Relevant59



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTMethod Exact at 5 docs at 10 docs at 15 docs at 30 docsVector with Auto Feedback 0.6281 0.0028 0.0098 0.0153 0.0298Vector 0.5145 0.0081 0.0169 0.0275 0.0569Boolean 0.3631 0.0035 0.0126 0.0271 0.0672P-norm 0.5320 0.0055 0.0110 0.0194 0.0346Table 3.26: Recall Values for the Four Retrieval MethodsMethod Exact at 5 docs at 10 docs at 15 docs at 30 docsVector with Auto Feedback 0.3292 0.4000 0.4389 0.4185 0.4130Vector 0.3314 0.4889 0.4500 0.4778 0.4648Boolean 0.3199 0.1889 0.2500 0.2741 0.2685P-norm 0.3244 0.3444 0.35 0.3963 0.4296Table 3.27: Precision Values for the Four Retrieval Methodsthe recall for exactly the retrieved document set, averaged over all queries (num rel docswith rank less than or equal to num wanted / num rel docs). Also, we show recall valuesafter 5, 10, 15, and 30 documents have been retrieved. Generally, we notice that the Vectormethod has the highest recall values.In Table 3.27, we show precision values for the four retrieval methods. The exactprecision is the precision for exactly the retrieved document set (i.e., after num wanteddocuments were retrieved). Also, we show precision values after 5, 10, 15, and 30 documentshave been retrieved. We notice that the Vector method has the highest precision.In addition, van Rijsbergen's [84] E measure was calculated for each method. Thismeasure is a weighted combination of recall and precision that ranges between 0 and 1,lower values of E indicated better performance.E = 1� 1�[precision�1] + (1� �)[recall�1]where � = 1�2 + 1and recall and precision are calculated for a given number of documents at the top end of60



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTEdocs;� Vector with Auto Feedback Vector Boolean P-normE5;0:5 0.9584 0.9325 0.9646 0.9591E5;1:0 0.9821 0.9702 0.9839 0.9822E5;2:0 0.9886 0.9809 0.9896 0.9886E10;0:5 0.9137 0.8855 0.9176 0.9237E10;1:0 0.9603 0.9448 0.9584 0.964E10;2:0 0.9742 0.9636 0.9721 0.9764E15;0:5 0.8862 0.8348 0.8756 0.8807E15;1:0 0.9447 0.9144 0.9299 0.9398E15;2:0 0.9634 0.9421 0.951 0.9596E30;0:5 0.8196 0.7524 0.8174 0.7977E30;1:0 0.8999 0.8496 0.8725 0.8836E30;2:0 0.9305 0.8912 0.9006 0.9177Table 3.28: Average E Values for the Four Retrieval Methodsa ranked output list. The E measure evaluates the result of a search when the retrieveddocuments are ranked, but the particular order of documents within the cuto� limit doesnot a�ect the E value. This is in contrast to recall-precision �gures which tend to besensitive to the order of the documents. The advantage of the E measure is that it providesa single measure of e�ectiveness that can be used in signi�cance tests. Lower E values arebetter.Results were calculated for four cuto� levels, for 5, 10, 15 and 30 documents, and three� parameter values of the E measure were used to indicate relative e�ectiveness in terms ofrecall and precision. The E values reported in Table 3.28 are the averages for all 18 queries.We notice that the E measure favors the Vector method.3.12.1 SAS TestsRelevant Retrieved TestThe Relevant Retrieved test revealed a statistically signi�cant di�erence between thefour retrieval methods at the p = 0.01 level. We tested the hypothesis that there is nodi�erence in the number of relevant documents retrieved by di�erent methods. Table 3.2961



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 10.98 1 - 0.0076 0.0001 0.00102 8.94 2 0.0076 - 0.0001 0.52983 5.56 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00024 8.46 4 0.0010 0.5298 0.0002 -Table 3.29: Means for RelevantRetrieved for the Four Retrieval MethodsQuestion Length (Fdbk) Vector Boolean P-Norm2 12.42 12.66 6.34 6.783 13.14 11.88 8.27 13.084 9.19 6.68 4.34 6.346 9.92 5.83 6.36 8.29Table 3.30: LSMEAN Results of the Relevant Retrieved Metric for Di�erent Query Lengthsshows the LSMEAN results of this metric for the four retrieval methods. There is a signif-icant di�erence between the Boolean method and the others, the two vector methods, andFeedback vs. P-norm. We observe that the Vector with Auto Feedback method retrievedmore relevant documents than other methods. The Boolean method retrieved the leastnumber of relevant documents.Also there is evidence that the Relevant Retrieved metric is dependent on the querylength. The LSMEAN results are tabulated in Table 3.30. Query length 3 seems generallybest.NumRetrieved (Number of Documents Retrieved) TestThe NumRetrieved test revealed a statistically signi�cant di�erence between the fourretrieval methods at the p = 0.01 level. We tested the hypothesis that there is no di�erencein the number of retrieved documents by di�erent methods. Table 3.31 shows the LSMEANresults of this metric for the four retrieval methods. There is a signi�cant di�erence betweenthe Vector with Auto Feedback method and the others, since it retrieved more documents62



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 42.80 1 - 0.0009 0.0001 0.00052 26.67 2 0.0009 - 0.0288 0.84853 16.06 3 0.0001 0.0288 - 0.04674 25.75 4 0.0005 0.8485 0.0467 -Table 3.31: Means for NumRetrieved for the Four Retrieval MethodsQuestion Length (Fdbk) Vector Boolean P-Norm2 27.47 25.73 9.85 21.513 32.64 27.96 13.02 27.364 42.74 27.93 15.71 28.426 63.95 31.37 21.69 28.42Table 3.32: LSMEAN Results of the NumRetrieved Metric for Di�erent Query Lengthsthan other methods. The Boolean method retrieved the least number of documents.Also there is evidence that the Relevant Retrieved metric is dependent on the querylength. The LSMEAN results are tabulated in Table 3.30. As expected, the Vector withAuto Feedback method retrieved more documents than other methods. The Boolean re-trieved the least. In all cases, longer queries retrieved more documents.Average Precision TestTable 3.33 shows the LSMEAN results of the 11-point average precision test for the fourretrieval methods. There is a signi�cant di�erence between the Vector with Auto Feedback,the Vector and P-norm methods, and the Boolean method at the 0.01 level.Exact Recall TestTable 3.34 shows the LSMEAN results of the exact recall test for the four retrievalmethods. The exact recall is the recall for exactly the retrieved document set, averagedover all queries (num rel docs with rank less than or equal to 10 / num rel docs). There63



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.145 1 - 0.8252 0.0035 0.45052 0.149 2 0.8252 - 0.0017 0.32873 0.094 3 0.0035 0.0017 - 0.03034 0.132 4 0.4505 0.3287 0.0303 -Table 3.33: Means for Average Precision for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.208 1 - 0.1860 0.0001 0.07942 0.181 2 0.1860 - 0.0032 0.66143 0.120 3 0.0001 0.0032 - 0.01244 0.172 4 0.0794 0.6614 0.0124 -Table 3.34: Means for Exact Recall for the Four Retrieval Methodsis a signi�cant di�erence between the Vector with Auto Feedback, the Vector method, andthe Boolean method at the 0.01 level.Exact Precision TestTable 3.35 shows the LSMEAN results of the exact precision test for the four retrievalmethods. The exact precision is the precision for exactly the retrieved document set (i.e.,after num wanted documents were retrieved). There is no signi�cant di�erence between thefour methods at the 0.01 level.The Edocs;� Measure TestsTables 3.36, 3.37, 3.38, 3.39, 3.40, and 3.41 show the LSMEAN results of the the Edocs;�measure tests for the four retrieval methods. There are signi�cant di�erences betweenvarious methods at the 0.01 level: between 1 and 3 (except in Table 3.39), between 1 and2 (for Tables 3.36, 3.37, 3.38, and 3.40), between 2 and 3 (for Table 3.38), and between 364



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.372 1 - 0.5085 0.1335 0.79222 0.392 2 0.5085 - 0.3985 0.35533 0.417 3 0.1335 0.3985 - 0.07824 0.364 4 0.7922 0.3553 0.0782 -Table 3.35: Means for Exact Precision for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.793 1 - 0.0019 0.0007 0.02092 0.715 2 0.0019 - 0.7667 0.42963 0.708 3 0.0007 0.7667 - 0.27904 0.735 4 0.0209 0.4296 0.2790 -Table 3.36: Means for E5;0:5 for the Four Retrieval Methodsand 4 (for Tables 3.37 and 3.38).3.13 Timing ResultsTable 3.42 shows the average overall time subjects spent on each query (averaging oversubjects and methods). The overall time includes training time, search time, checking thedocuments for relevance, and in case of the vector with feedback method, it also includeGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.864 1 - 0.0024 0.0001 0.02262 0.803 2 0.0024 - 0.0288 0.45263 0.760 3 0.0001 0.0288 - 0.00354 0.818 4 0.0226 0.4526 0.0035 -Table 3.37: Means for E5;1:0 for the Four Retrieval Methods65



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.893 1 - 0.0091 0.0001 0.04362 0.847 2 0.0091 - 0.0001 0.55753 0.778 3 0.0001 0.0001 - 0.00014 0.857 4 0.0436 0.5575 0.0001 -Table 3.38: Means for E5;2:0 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.720 1 - 0.0143 0.2159 0.08242 0.649 2 0.0143 - 0.2265 0.47863 0.684 3 0.2159 0.2265 - 0.61744 0.669 4 0.0824 0.4786 0.6174 -Table 3.39: Means for E10;0:5 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.776 1 - 0.0069 0.0037 0.05822 0.702 2 0.0069 - 0.8351 0.42023 0.696 3 0.0037 0.8351 - 0.31224 0.724 4 0.0582 0.4202 0.3122 -Table 3.40: Means for E10;1:0 for the Four Retrieval MethodsGLM Procedure Least Squares MeansMethod LSMEAN Pr > jT j H0 : LSMEAN(i) = LSMEAN(j)Number 1 (Fdbk) 2 (Vector) 3 (Boolean) 4 (P-Norm)1 0.794 1 - 0.0108 0.0001 0.11812 0.726 2 0.0108 - 0.1695 0.32523 0.689 3 0.0001 0.1695 - 0.01894 0.752 4 0.1181 0.3252 0.0189 -Table 3.41: Means for E10;2:0 for the Four Retrieval Methods66



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENTQuestion Length Average Overall Time1 6 21662 3 19943 2 29204 4 20335 4 17876 4 24917 2 26118 3 11509 4 115810 4 284011 4 247212 3 190213 3 223014 6 190415 3 225716 4 201317 3 283518 6 2655Table 3.42: Average Overall Time (Editing, Searching, Results Inspecting) in Seconds forEach Questionfeedback iterations. There is no correlation between average overall time and queries. Also,there is no correlation between average overall time and subjects. Table 3.43 shows thesearch time for each query for each method and the average search time.3.14 ConclusionsThe statistical analysis of the REVTOLC experiment logs revealed the following impor-tant results:� The REVTOLC experiment proved that advanced retrieval techniques, namely ex-tended Boolean (p-norm), probabilistic feedback and vector retrieval are more e�ectivethan Boolean searching. 67



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT
Question Vector Vector with Fdbk Boolean P-norm Average1 4.3 4.8 3.7 17.7 7.62 4.6 3.7 6.5 7.2 5.53 2.3 4.2 10.3 7.0 6.04 3.2 3.5 4.7 12.6 9.25 3.5 9.6 45.8 5.2 10.06 2.6 5.3 2.7 4.5 3.87 3.7 4.0 4.7 10.2 5.78 3.4 4.5 28.1 7.3 10.89 4.7 3.7 36.0 12.9 14.310 3.6 4.2 16.4 13.9 9.511 3.8 4.3 11.0 49.5 17.212 5.8 4.0 58.7 4.0 18.113 3.3 3.5 18.6 10.4 9.014 4.2 5.7 34.5 17.2 15.415 3.4 4.0 36.0 8.1 12.916 3.2 5.3 35.6 18.0 15.517 3.7 3.7 3.0 5.2 3.918 4.2 5.0 59.7 6.1 18.7Table 3.43: Search Time for Each Question
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CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT� The vector methods retrieved more documents than the p-norm and Boolean method(see Table 3.12.1).� The vector methods found more relevant documents than the p-norm and Booleanmethod (see Table 3.12.1).� Long queries retrieved fewer relevant documents than short queries. As expected,longer queries achieved higher recall (see Table 3.32).The questionaire analysis of the REVTOLC experiment revealed the following results:� Vector with Auto Feedback was found to be the easiest method to use. Boolean wasfound to be the most di�cult. The p-norm was found to be less di�cult than theBoolean method (see Table 3.16).� Vector with Auto Feedback was found to be the easiest method to use. Boolean wasfound to be the most di�cult. The p-norm was found to be less di�cult than theBoolean method (see Table 3.7).� Vector techniques in our system had faster response time to retrieve documents thanthe Boolean and p-norm methods. There was no signi�cant di�erence between theBoolean and p-norm methods (see Table 3.8).� Results of searches were as subjects expected in vector methods, more so than in theBoolean method. The number of retrieved documents for the Boolean method wasreasonable (see Table 3.9).� Vector with Auto Feedback was chosen as an e�ective aid for casual search. TheBoolean method was most disliked for casual search (see Table 3.10).� The REVTOLC system was easier to use than VTLS. The query editor used in theexperiment was easy to use. The documentation was satisfactory and the tutorialswere a su�cient introduction to the methods searched (see Table 3.17).69



CHAPTER 3. THE REVTOLC EXPERIMENT� Vector methods were judged to be more e�ective for comprehensive searching thanp-norm and Boolean methods (see Table 3.11).A wide range of performance was observed in the experiment. This was partly due towide variations in students' attitude regarding the experiment. There were some studentswho became interested in the system's capabilities and stayed over two hours carrying outrepeated searches beyond the assigned tasks. Some others tried to �nish questions assignedto them as quickly as possible.Most of the users were not experienced searchers, but got successful results within 5minutes because there was no search logic to learn. This ease of use was combined with thenatural ability of a ranking retrieval system to handle partial matches.The scores for the �nal questionnaire, which evaluated the system, indicated that thesystem was well liked by all groups, and that the various features o�ered by the systemwere also well received. Overall, the use of advanced retrieval methods in REVTOLC onlarge online bibliographic collection can be regarded as a success.
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Chapter 4Minimal Perfect Hash Functions4.1 IntroductionA classic problem in computer science is storing information so that it can be searchedand retrieved e�ciently. In this section, we review various schemes for generating minimalperfect hash functions and compare their performance. Next, we present algorithms thatbuild compact hash functions suitable for external storage, that are optimal in terms ofspace on external storage, and achieve the goal of guaranteed single access. The expectedtime required by the algorithm is 
(n1+�) to �nd an MPHF of size n=(� ln 2) bits, where� is the e�ciency of representing an MPHF [41]. Keys are assumed to have some �nitemaximum length.4.2 De�nitions and TerminologyA hash table T consists of a �nite number of addressable locations, indexed by Zm =f0 : : :m� 1g. Assume we have n unique keys in a key set S = fk1; : : : ; kng selected from U ,a �nite universe of keys that are strings having some �nite maximum length. If h(k) = i,where k 2 S and i 2 Zm, then we say that k is hashed to address i. If function h is aone-to-one onto mapping, h is called a minimal perfect hash function (MPHF).The searching problem is to answer quickly membership queries of the form \Is x 2 S ?",and if yes, return the location of x in T . The location of x in T can be the record numberin case of �xed length records, or the o�set from a reference location (i.e., beginning ofthe �le) in case of variable length records. If we construct h such that h(k) = ik; 8k 2 Sand ik is a predetermined address (i.e., o�set, order, etc.) for k, then h is called an order71



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSU = universe of keysN = cardinality of Uk = key for data recordS = subset of U , set of keys in usen = cardinality of ST = hash table, with slots numbered 0; : : : ; (m� 1)m = number of slots in Th = function to map key k into hash table Tjhj = space to store hash functionh0; h1; h2 = three separate random functions easily computable over keysg = function mapping 0; : : : ; (r� 1) into 0; : : : ; (m� 1)words/key = jhj=n in computer words (i.e. 32 bit word length)Table 4.1: Terminology Used Throughout MPHF Sectionpreserving minimal perfect hash function (OPMPHF). As shown in Table 4.1, we adopt thenotation used in [30].4.2.1 Evaluation StrategyWe de�ne four important metrics in judging the merit of a perfect hashing algorithm:1. Generation Time E�ciency: Given a static set of keys S, how much time does ittake to �nd an MPHF for S?2. Space E�ciency: How much space does the method require to specify an MPHF?3. Reliability: Is the method guaranteed to produce MPHFs?4. Calculation Time E�ciency: Does the method generate perfect hash functionsthat can be calculated e�ciently?4.2.2 MPHF Size : Lower BoundMehlhorn [56] shows that for most S � U ; jSj = n ; jU j = N , the shortest perfect hashfunction for S has size 
(n + log2 log2N) bits. First, he shows that any �xed function72



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSh : [0 : : :N � 1] ! [0 : : :m � 1] is perfect for at most (N=m)n�mn� di�erent subsets S �[0 : : :N � 1]; jSj= n. Since there are �Nn� di�erent subsets of [0 : : :N � 1] of size n, the sizeof the perfect class of hash functions H isjH j �  Nn!= (N=m)n mn!!Clearly, log2 jH j bits are necessary to represent an arbitrary PHF uniquely. AssumingN grows faster than n2 [30], we can use the asymptotic estimate �Nn� � Nn=n!, and takingm = n (minimal perfect hashing case), we have the asymptotic lower bound nn=n!. Takingthe base 2 logarithm, and applying Stirling's approximation for n!, we have an approximateasymptotic lower bound oflog2 en=p2�n = n log2 e� 0:5 log2 2�n� 1:4427n bitsOur algorithm in Section 4.5 achieves MPHF size of � 2n bits.4.3 Related ResearchTwenty years ago, it was suggested that good minimal perfect hash functions are hardto �nd: Knuth [44] observed that only one in 10 million functions is a perfect hash functionfor mapping 31 of the most frequently used English words into 41 addresses. Since thattime, many researchers have explored this problem. Their algorithms are discussed below,and compared in Table 4.2.Sprugnoli [79] proposed algorithmic methods to produce perfect hash functions of theform: Quotient ReductionMethod : Hq(ki) = b(ki + A)=BcRemainder ReductionMethod : Hr(ki) = b(A+ kiB)cmodC)=Dwhere ki is the ith key in the set of N keys and A, B, C, D are constants.73



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSJaeschke [42] devised Reciprocal Hashing to generate perfect hash functions of the form:Hj(ki) = b(A=Bki + C)cmodDwhere ki is the ith key in the set of N keys and A;B;C;D are constants.Sprugnoli's and Jaeschke's methods perform exhaustive search and require exponentialexpected execution time. Thus, they only produce minimal perfect hash functions forlimited sets of keys. Key sets larger than 15 keys must be partitioned into smaller segmentsfor each of which a perfect hash function is computed. Although the existence of minimalperfect hash functions is guaranteed, the set of keys S must be of distinct positive integers.Cichelli [17] devised an algorithm for constructing minimal perfect hash functions of theform:hash value = hash key length + associated value of the key's �rst letter + associatedvalue of the key's last letter.Cichelli's algorithm is simple, but expensive. It performs exhaustive search with back-tracking to �nd the letter value assignments for the construction of a minimal perfect hashfunction. Its time complexity is exponential and it is not practical for sets of more than 45keys. Cichelli's method is also limited since two keys with the same �rst and last lettersand the same length are not permitted. Thus, it is suitable for handling some static letteroriented key sets.Brain and Tharp [7] preserved the simplicity of Cichelli's perfect hashing algorithm, butenhanced its speed to allow larger word sets to be used.Chang [14, 13] proposed minimal perfect hash functions of the form:h(k) = C mod p(k)where C is a parameter and p is a function that assigns a distinct prime to each key. Bythe Chinese Remainder Theorem, C can be found algorithmically; C is likely to be a verylarge number that requires n log2 n bits. Chang gives no general method for �nding p(k).Thus, the method is of theoretical interest only.74



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSChen, Chang, and Jan [15] presented a near minimal perfect hashing scheme for letter-oriented sets of key words. Their scheme uses Ziegler's row displacement compression tech-nique for producing the parameters of hashing functions. They give no practical algorithmfor �nding a unique n-tuple for an arbitrary list of word sets.Winters [87] proposed a universally applicable algorithm for generating minimal perfecthashing functions in polynomial time (worst case). An adjunct algorithm for reducingparameter magnitudes in the generated hash functions is given.Sager [65, 64] proposed minimal perfect hash functions of the form:h(k) = (h0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k)) (mod n)where h0; h1; h2 are three pseudo-random functions. The mincycle algorithm is used for�nding MPHFs with an expected time complexity that is polynomial in n and has beenused successfully only on sets of cardinality up to around 512.Fox, Heath, and Chen [30] modify Sager's method and obtain an algorithm which re-quires a space of O(n logn) bits. They reported an expected running time of O(n logn).They seek minimal perfect hash functions of the form:h(k) = (h0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k)) (mod n)where h0; h1; h2 are three pseudo-random functions.Fredman, Koml�os, and Szemer�edi [38, 37] presented a data structure for storing a set ofn integers from the universe of M integers, which uses space O(n log2 n) bits and accom-modates membership queries in constant time.Cormack, Horspool, and Kaiserswerth [20] proposed a practical method that permitsretrieval from a table in constant time that requires O(n) space and can be constructed inO(n) expected time. They extended the scheme of Fredman et al. [38] to handle insertionsand deletions.Aho and Lee [1] used MPHFs functions to store a dynamic sparse table that can process asequence of insert, delete, and lookup instructions. Lookup and deletion is done in constant75



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSAuthor Method Year Time Space Guaranteed CalculationE�ciency E�ciency To Work? E�ciencySprugnoli [79] 1978 O(2n) O(n logn) no O(1)Jaeschke [42] 1980 O(2n) O(n logn) yes O(1)Cichelli [17] 1980 O(2n) O(n logn) no O(1)Brain [7] 1989 O(2n) O(n logn) no O(1)Chang [14] 1986 O(n2 logn) O(n logn) no O(n logn)Sager [65] 1985 O(n4) O(n logn) yes O(1)Fredman [38] 1984 O(n) O(n logn) yes O(1)Cormack [20] 1985 O(n) O(n logn) yes O(1)Fox [30] 1989 O(n logn) O(n logn) yes O(1)Daoud [21] 1990 O(n1+�) O( n� ln 2) yes O(1)Schmidt [75] 1990 O(n) O(n+ log logm) yes O(1)Table 4.2: Comparison of Di�erent Perfect Hashing Algorithmsworst-case time. Insertion is done in constant expected time. The space used by their datastructure is O(n log2 n) where n is the number of elements.Brain and Tharp [8] [7] proposed a simple algorithm for packing sparse 2-D arraysinto minimal 1-D arrays in O(n2) time. Retrieving an element from the packed 1-D arrayrequires O(1) time. The algorithm is applied to create minimal perfect hashing functionsfor large word lists. The scheme was used to create minimal perfect hashing functions forword sets of up to 5000 words.Pearson [61] proposed a hashing function tailored to variable-length text strings. Heclaims that using only a few simple instructions, this algorithm e�ciently maps variable-length text strings onto small integers.Schmidt and Siegel [75] presented tight bounds on the spatial complexity of perfect hashfunctions. They described a variation of an explicit O(1) time single probe perfect hashfunction that can be speci�ed in O(n+ log logm) bits.In Table 4.2, we compare the di�erent perfect hashing algorithms.76



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS4.4 The Early AlgorithmIn this section, we present an e�cient algorithm for �nding MPHFs for very large keysets. The class of functions searched ish(k) = 8><>: �h0(k)g(h1(k)) + h2(k)g2(h1(k))�mod n if mark(h1(k)) = 1g(h1(k)) if mark(h1(k) = 0where g : f0; : : : ; r� 1g ! f0; : : : ; n� 1gmark : f0; : : : ; r� 1g ! f0; 1gh0 : U ! f0; : : : ; n� 1gh1 : U ! f0; : : : ; r� 1gh2 : U ! f0; : : : ; n� 1gr = dcn=log2ne, and c is a constant, typically < 4.Here g is a function whose values are determined during the Searching step, and markis a function whose values are determined during the Ordering step. Since both g and markrequire cn(1 + 1=log2n) bits to represent an MPHF, our algorithm constructs an MPHF ofsize O( n� ln 2) bits.4.4.1 The Mapping StepThe Mapping step takes a set of n keys and produces the three auxiliary hash functionsh0, h1, and h2. These three functions map each key k into a unique triple(h0(k); h1(k); h2(k)):First, three tables (table0, table1, table2) of random numbers are constructed, one foreach of the functions h0; h1; and h2. Each table contains one random number for eachpossible character at each position i in the key. Let a key be the character string k =k1k2 : : : ky, y = length(k). Then, the triple is computed in O(y) time using the followingformulas: 77



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS(1) build random tables for h0, h1, and h2(2) for each i 2 [0 : : :r� 1] doA[i].firstkey = 0A[i].card = 0(3) for each i 2 [1 : : :n] dokeys[i].h0 = h0(ki)keys[i].h1 = h1(ki)keys[i].h2 = h2(ki)keys[i].nextkey= 0(4) check that all keys have distinct (h0; h1; h2) triples.(5) if triples not distinct thenrepeat from step (1).Figure 4.1: The Mapping Steph0 (k) =  yXi=1 table0i (ki)! modnh1 (k) =  yXi=1 table1i (ki)! mod rh2 (k) =  yXi=1 table2i (ki)! modnFigure 4.1 details the Mapping step. Let k1; k2; : : : ; kn be the set of keys. The h0, h1,and h2 triples are computed from the three tables of random numbers. If triples are notdistinct for all keys, new random tables are generated, de�ning new h0, h1, and h2 functions.The probability that random tables must be generated more than once is very small [30].Therefore, the expected time for the Mapping step is O(n). If the length of individual keysis not constant, then the expected time for the Mapping step is proportional to the sum ofall key lengths. 78



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS4.4.2 The Ordering StepOrdering involves two passes through the triplets (h0(k); h1(k); h2(k)). In the �rst pass,h1 values are used to build a one dimensional array A of bins (maintained as linked lists)labeled 0; : : : ; r� 1. The set of keys stored in bin Ai, the ith record of A, 0 � i � r � 1 isK(Ai) = fkjh1(k) = ig:The A array isA: array [0..r-1] of recordfirstkey: integer;card: integer;g: integer;mark: Boolean;endfirstkey is the header for a singly-linked list of keys in K(Ai), i.e., those with h1(k) = i.card is the cardinality of K(Ai). g is the g value for Ai, which is assigned later in theSearching step. mark is set if jK(Ai)j > 1 and is reset if jK(Ai)j � 1. More formallymark(i) = 8><>: 1 if jK(Ai)j > 10 if jK(Ai)j � 1The keys array iskeys: array [1..n] of recordh0, h1, h2: integer;nextkey: integer;endwhere nextkey points to the next key in the linked list whose head is given by firstkeyin the A array. In the second pass for Ordering, a number of stacks equal to the maximumcardinality, MaxCard, of the Ai are initialized. Each stack is assigned to store entries of a79



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSfor each i 2 [1; : : : ; n] do(1) add keys[i] to A[key[i]:h1] linked listincrement A[key[i]:h1].card(2) if MaxCard < A[key[i]:h1]].card thenMaxCard = A[key[i]:h1])].card(3) for each i 2 [0 : : :r� 1] doif A[i].card � 1 then A[i].mark = 0 else A[i].mark= 1(4) initialize a number of stacks equal to MaxCard(5) for each i 2 [0 : : :r� 1] dopush i in stacks[A[i].card]Figure 4.2: The Ordering Stepcertain size. For example, Stack[1] is assigned to store entries of the Ai array of cardinalityequal to 1, and so on. The Ai array is scanned and all elements are pushed into theircorresponding stacks Stack[Ai.card]. For very large key sets, these stacks are maintainedon external storage.Figure 4.2 details the Ordering step. In (1), keys according to their h1 values are addedto the appropriate bin; (2) updates MaxCard; (3) determines the mark bit according tojK(Ai)j; (4) initializes stacks used later in the Searching step; (5) loads these stacks withindices to Ai according to jAij. Clearly the worst-case time for the Ordering step is O(n).4.4.3 The Searching StepThe set of keys k 2 K(Ai) constitute a pattern. The Searching step determines an o�setg(i) that �ts this pattern in empty slots of the hash table simultaneously. The Searching steppops entries of Ai from stacks and assigns hash values to all keys in K(Ai), in descendingorder of Ai:card. Thus, stacks for larger patterns are processed before stacks with smallerpatterns. Processing large patterns early, when the hash table is mostly empty, ensures thatthe �tting is done quickly. Since h(k) = h0(k)g(i) + h2(k)g2(i); i = h1(k), assigning hashvalues to all keys in K(Ai) is done by assigning a value to g(i). This h(k) is a variation80



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSof quadratic hashing and has the advantage of eliminating both elementary and secondaryclustering in the hash table. When all patterns of size greater than 1 are processed, assigningthe rest of the patterns of size 1 in A is done by setting g to the addresses of the remainingempty slots in the hash table and using the hash function h(k) = g(i). The mark(h1(k))function is used to distinguish which hashing function has been used to hash k.Figure 4.3 gives the algorithm for the Searching step. At the beginning of the Searchingstep [30], a set of 20 small primes is chosen (or fewer if n is quite small) that do not dividen. Each time (3) is executed, one of the primes q is chosen at random to be s1 and is usedas an increment to obtain the remaining sj ; j � 2. Thus, the random probe sequence is0; q; 2q; 3q; : : : ; (n� 1)qIn (2), we start �tting patterns according to their cardinality in descending order. En-tries are popped from the stack of the current pattern size being processed. In (4), locationsin the hash table T are calculated and checked if assigned previously (5). If the probes aresuccessful (6), we assign the keys to the hash table locations. If any of these probes wereassigned, we pick another sj value and repeat the process. If we fail to �t a pattern withinn trials, the Searching step ags an error. In case of an error in the Searching step, thehash table is reinitialized and the Searching step is repeated with a di�erent random probesequence. In (8), we assign patterns of size 1.4.4.4 AnalysisIt is important to show that the Mapping step succeeds in assigning a unique triple toeach key. Assume the triples (h0(k); h1(k); h2(k)) are random. Let t = nr2 be the size ofthe universe of triples. The probability that n triples chosen uniformly at random from ttriples are distinct is [26] p(n; t) = t(t� 1) � � �(t � n+ 1)tn = (t)ntnWe use the asymptotic estimate of (t)ntn 81



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS(1) for i 2 [0 : : :n� 1] dohash table[i].assigned = false(2) for i = MaxCard down to 2 dowhile stacks[i] not empty do(3) establish a random probe sequence s0; s1; : : : ; sn�1 for [0 : : :n� 1]j = 0collision = falsepop h1 from stacks[i] and assign it to vfor k = 1 to i dopop an entry from stacks[i] and assign it to Keys[k](4) h(k) = keys[k]:h0 � sj + keys[k]:h2 � sj2 (mod n)(5) if hash table[h(k)].assigned thencollision = true(6) if not collision thenA[v].g = sjfor each k 2 K(Ai) dohash table[h(k)].assigned = truehash table[h(k)].key = kelsej = j+ 1(7) if j > n� 1 thenfailwhile collisionendwhile(8) while stacks[1] is not empty dopop h1 from stacks[1] and assign it to vpop an entry from stacks[1] and assign it to Keys[k]locate the �rst unassigned hash table entry. Let x be its indexA[v].g = xhash table[x].assigned = truehash table[x].key = kendwhile Figure 4.3: The Searching Step82



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSn p(n; t)2 0.88254 0.88258 0.910516 0.939432 0.961764 0.9768128 0.8964256 0.9922512 0.99561024 0.99762048 0.9986131072 0.9999262144 0.9999524288 0.99991048576 0.99991200502 0.99993875766 0.9999Table 4.3: The probability of Generating Unique Triplets: p(n; t) versus n, c = 2(t)ntn � exp(�n22t � n36t2)� exp�� log2 n2cn �When c > 1; n!1 p(n; t) � 1As evident from Table 4.3, the probability of generating unique triplets for large key sets is� 1.The Searching step involves �tting all the bins of A in descending order. Processing abin involves �tting a pattern of the same size as the size of the bin and requires a numberof trials. For each bin, the number of trials is bounded by n in the worst case. Each trialconsists of a random probe by h(k) for all keys in the bin. For a given bin, a trial is successful83



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSif all keys are assigned distinct locations in the hash table T simultaneously. A minimalperfect hash function is generated when all bins are processed successfully. Thus, the costof the Searching step is the sum of the cost of all trials. Let Yj be the random variable thatequals the number of empty cells in T before �tting the jth pattern in T . Zj is a randomvariable that equals the number of trials required to �t the jth pattern successfully in T .The cost of each individual trial Cj is proportional to the size of the pattern involved. Forthe jth pattern being processed, let us denote the pattern size as sj . Thus Cj = csj wherec is a constant. The cost of processing a bin of size s is Psr=1 cjZj.The probability that a particular key is assigned to the ith entry of Ai is p = 1=r: LetX be the random variable that equals jK(Ai)j. Then the X distribution is binomial. Asn!1, the Poisson approximation applies:Pr(X = s) � e���ss!where � = n=r = ncn= log2 n = (log2 n)=cThe expected number of bins of size s isE(X = s) � � cnlog2 n��e� log2 nc �� log2 nc �s=s!The expected number of bins of size 1 is � ne�log2n=cWe now consider the probability of �tting a pattern of size j into a hash table T of sizen. Assume that f slots of T are occupied and consider �tting a pattern of size j. Accordingto [30] the probability that the pattern �ts isPr(�t) = 1� e��where 84



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS� =  �1� fn�j�1 (n� f)!Since we �t patterns of size 1 at the end, and we �t all patterns of size j > 1 in descendingorder n � f > ne�log2n=c1� f=n > e�log2n=c� > ne�j log2 ncNote that choosing a suitable value of c and as n!1 then �!1. Also, the probabilityof �tting patterns of size j > 1 goes to 1. Thus, the search can be approximated as the taskof placing n � ne�log2n=c words in a hash table of size n using h0(k) as the primary hashfunction and quadratic probing to resolve collisions. Assuming no secondary clustering, theexpected number of probes to place a single word in the table containing i words is [44]:Ci � (1� �)�1where � = i=m is the load factor of the hash table, and i varies between 0 and n�ne�log2n=c.The total number of probes to place all patterns of size greater than one can be approximatedby: Xi Ci � (n� ne�log2n=c)[1� �max]�1As is evident from experimental results, choosing c � 2 produces an MPHF quickly.4.4.5 Experimental ResultsWe have carried out extensive experiments with large key sets taken from the OnlineComputer Library Center (OCLC). The time for those runs is reported in Table 4.4. Timingresults for some very large runs using external storage are reported in Table 4.5.85



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSAlg. [30] Alg. [21] bits/keyn Totals Totals Alg. [21](words/key (words/key=0.6) =0.6) bits/key Map Order Search Total32 0.10 2.18 2.28 2.15 0.02 0.02 2.191024 1.33 2.95 3.19 2.58 0.05 1.13 3.76131072 189.28 98.93 3.24 58.18 7.43 14569.12 14634.73262144 374.09 194.43 3.61 117.63 15.82 4606.75 4740.20524288 808.34 383.57 3.60 228.10 34.43 14129.87 14831.73Note: for all runs,Machine = Sequent;Time (CPU) is in seconds.Table 4.4: Timing Results for Both Algorithms Using Internal Memoryn bits/key Mapping Ordering Searching Total Machine524288 3.59 447.47 597.25 11476.13 12520.85 Sequent1200502 3.60 1060.62 1432.48 48118.00 50611.10 Sequent3875766 4.58 2114.15 2955.60 28243.25 33313.00 NeXT 68030Note: for all runs except for n=3,875,766,Machine = Sequent;for n=3,875,766,Machine=NeXTTime (CPU) is in seconds.Table 4.5: Timing Results for the Early Algorithm Using External Storage, for Runs NearLowest Bits/Key Achieved 86



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSFigure 4.4 illustrates the linear time complexity, giving total time (generally dominatedby Searching) for various set sizes. Figure 4.5 illustrates that few bits/key are required,regardless of set size, but that time to �nd a MPHF increases rapidly as the theoreticallower bound on space is approached.4.4.6 ExampleIn this section, we show an example of �nding a MPHF for the 20 key set listed in Table4.6 along with their unique triples (h0(k); h1(k); h2(k)). Table 4.7 shows the correspondingA array and mark bits for Ai; 0 < i < r � 1. The bits/key c = 1.9. The class of functionssearched ish(k) = 8><>: �h0(k)g(h1(k)) + h2(k)g2(h1(k))� (mod P ) (mod n) if mark(h1(k)) = 1g(h1(k)) if mark(h1(k) = 0Table 4.8 shows the g assignment. Table 4.9 shows �nal hash addresses for all keys inthe example key set. The function is indeed minimal and perfect.4.5 A More Space E�cient AlgorithmThis algorithm for �nding MPHFs for very large key sets is a modi�cation of the earlieralgorithm. This Enhanced Algorithm is designed to use minimal RAM when �nding minimalperfect hash functions. It doesn't use any expensive random tables or mark bits. Thealgorithm takes an additional input parameter, B, that determines the number of loadsthat will be used in processing the key set. If the number of loads is larger than one, thenthe enhanced algorithm uses external storage for transient data structures. The algorithmmakes several passes over these loads to accumulate the required statistics such as maximumcardinality and sizes of patterns.The class of functions searched is:h(k) = (h0(k) + h1(k) + 7 � (h2(k)� 1) � g(h1(k))) (mod n) (mod P )87
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Figure 4.4: Total Time vs. Key Set Size for Basic Algorithm88
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Figure 4.5: Search Time vs. Bits/Key for Basic Algorithm, using Secondary Storage89



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSKey h0 h1 h2x-rays 2 3 13Euclidean 2 1 0ethyl ether 4 0 8Clouet 2 1 7Bulwer-Lytton 14 0 13dentifrice 11 3 1Lagomorpha 12 2 10Chungking 5 4 1quibbles 16 4 17Han Cities 17 4 15treacherous 12 0 1calc- 4 6 2deposited 11 1 6rotundus 14 6 17antennae 9 4 6sodium lamp 0 2 4oculomotor nerve 5 5 14tussle 8 1 14imprecise 0 6 2meridiem 15 2 1Table 4.6: Example Key Set and Their (h0; h1; h2) Triples, n = 20, r = 7, bits/key = 1:9i K(Ai) jK(Ai)j mark(i)0 ethyl ether,Bulwer-Lytton,treacherous 3 11 Euclidean,Clouet,deposited,tussle 4 12 Lagomorpha,sodium lamp,meridiem 3 13 x-rays,dentifrice 2 14 Chungking,quibbles,Han Cities,antennae 4 15 oculomotor nerve 1 06 calc-,rotundus,imprecise 3 1Table 4.7: Example Key Set Mapped to A Array, n=20, ratio=0.35, r=7, c=1.9, P=23i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6g 13 11 17 14 4 7 2Table 4.8: g Values Assignment of Example Key Set90



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS
Key k h0 h1 h2 h(k)x-rays 2 3 13 (2 � 14 + 13 � (14)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 0Euclidean 2 1 0 (2 � 11 + 0 � (11)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 2ethyl ether 4 0 8 (4 � 13 + 8 � (13)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 1Clouet 2 1 7 (2 � 11 + 7 � (11)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 18Bulwer-Lytton 14 0 13 (14 � 13 + 13 � (13)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 10dentifrice 11 3 1 (11 � 14 + 1 � (14)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 5Lagomorpha 12 2 10 (12 � 17 + 10 � (17)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 12Chungking 5 4 1 (5 � 4 + 1 � (4)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 13quibbles 16 4 17 (16 � 4 + 17 � (4)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 14Han Cities 17 4 15 (17 � 4 + 15 � (4)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 9treacherous 12 0 1 (12 � 13 + 1 � (13)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 3calc- 4 6 2 (4 � 2 + 2 � (2)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 16deposited 11 1 6 (11 � 11 + 6 � (11)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 19rotundus 14 6 17 (14 � 2 + 17 � (2)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 4antennae 9 4 6 (9 � 4 + 6 � (4)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 17sodium lamp 0 2 4 (0 � 17 + 4 � (17)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 6oculomotor nerve 5 5 14 g[5]= 7tussle 8 1 14 (8 � 11 + 14 � (11)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 11imprecise 0 6 2 (0 � 2 + 2 � (2)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 8meridiem 15 2 1 (15 � 17 + 1 � (17)2) (mod 23) (mod 20)= 15Table 4.9: Example Key Set and the Final Hash Addresses
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSwhere g : f0; : : : ; r� 1g ! f0; : : : ; n� 1gh0 : U ! f0; : : : ; n� 1gh1 : U ! f0; : : : ; r� 1gh2 : U ! f0; : : : ; n� 1gr = dcn=log2ne, P is a prime, and c is typically < 2.Here g is a function whose values are determined during the Searching step. The ex-pected time required by the algorithm is 
(n1+�) to �nd an MPHF of size n=(� ln 2) bits,where � is the e�ciency of representing an MPHF [41].Key to address transformation functions used in this algorithm for h0(k); h1(k); andh2(k)are e�cient and can be combined in a driver function that calls a separate module that con-tains all parameters speci�c to a given key set. This algorithm has been used in our dynamicperfect hashing scheme presented in Chapter 6, because it handles small key sets e�ciently.Also, as an example, we show the MPHFs generated for the C and C++ reserved words inAppendix A.4.5.1 The Mapping StepThe Mapping step takes a set of n keys and produces the three auxiliary hash functionsh0, h1, and h2.The three functions map each key k into a unique triple (h0(k); h1(k); h2(k)). Thesefunctions are detailed in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and Figure 4.8. These functions are easyto compute and have O(1) time complexity.The algorithm uses the h1 values to divide the key set into loads and stores themseparately in di�erent �les on external storage. The number of loads B is chosen whenrunning the algorithm and is usually less than 20. We map keys to loads according toh1(k) �B=r92



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS#define PRIME1 37#define PRIME2 1048583long h 0(key, len)register char �key;register long len;f register long h;h = 0;=� Convert string to long �=while (len--)h = h � PRIME1 ^ (�key++ - ' ');h %= PRIME2;return (h);g Figure 4.6: h0(k) C codeThus, the set of keys stored in load Li, 0 � i � B � 1 isK(Li) = fkjh1(k) �B=r = igThe mapping step is detailed in Figure 4.9.Clearly, the expected time for the Mapping step is O(n).4.5.2 The Ordering StepOrdering involves two passes through all loads, one load at a time. In the �rst pass,h1 values are used to build a one dimensional array A of bins (maintained as linked lists)labeled 0; : : : ; r� 1. The set of keys stored in bin Ai, the ith record of A, 0 � i � r � 1 isK(Ai) = fkjh1(k) = igAfter processing all loads, the cardinality of each K(Ai) is accumulated, and the maximumcardinality is determined. 93



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS
/* This code assumes a 32-bit machine */#define dcharhash(h, c) ((h) = 0x63c63cd9�(h) + 0x9c39c33d + (c))long h 2(key, len)register char �key;long len;f register char �e, c;register long h;e = key + len;for (h = 0; key 6= e;) fc = �key++;if (!c && key > e)break;dcharhash(h, c);greturn (h);g Figure 4.7: h1(k) C code
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSlong h 2(key, len)register char �key;register long len;f register long h, loop;#define HASH4a h = (h � 5) - h + �key++;#define HASH4b h = (h � 5) + h + �key++;#define HASH4 HASH4bh = 0;if (len > 0) floop = (len + 8 - 1) � 3;switch (len & (8 - 1)) fcase 0: do f =� All fall throughs �=HASH4;case 7: HASH4;case 6: HASH4;case 5: HASH4;case 4: HASH4;case 3: HASH4;case 2: HASH4;case 1: HASH4;g while (--loop);ggreturn (h);g Figure 4.8: h2(k) C code95



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS(1) for each i 2 [0 : : :r� 1] doA[i].firstkey = 0A[i].card = 0(2) for each i 2 [1 : : :n] dokeys[i].h0 = h0(ki)keys[i].h1 = h1(ki)keys[i].h2 = h2(ki)keys[i].nextkey= 0(3) check that all keys have distinct (h0; h1; h2) triples.(4) if triples not distinct thenchoose di�erent prime Prepeat from step (1).Figure 4.9: The Enhanced Algorithm Mapping StepIn the second pass, a number of �les equal to the maximum cardinality, MaxCard, areinitialized. Each �le is used to store entries of bins of certain size. For example, File[1]is assigned to store entries of the Ai array of cardinality equal to 1, and so on. All loadsare scanned and all elements are stored into their corresponding File[Ai.card]. Clearly theexpected time for the Ordering step is O(n).4.5.3 The Searching StepAs in the earlier algorithm, the set of keys k 2 K(Ai) constitute a pattern. The Search-ing step determines an o�set g(i) that �ts this pattern in empty slots of the hash tablesimultaneously. The Searching step reads entries of Ai from �les and assigns hash valuesto all keys in K(Ai), in descending order of Ai:card. Thus, �les for larger patterns areprocessed before �les with smaller patterns. 96



CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSbits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)4.0 1.0 0.33 0.00 0.30 0.633.0 0.75 0.30 0.02 0.00 0.322.9 0.725 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.322.8 0.7 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.322.7 0.675 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.352.6 0.65 0.32 0.00 0.02 0.332.5 0.625 0.30 0.00 0.02 0.322.4 0.6 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.322.3 0.575 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.322.2 0.55 0.32 0.00 0.28 0.602.1 0.525 0.33 0.00 0.32 0.652.0 0.5 0.32 0.00 0.30 0.621.9 0.475 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.631.8 0.45 0.32 0.00 0.30 0.621.7 0.425 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.351.6 0.4 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.331.5 0.375 0.32 0.00 0.30 0.32Table 4.10: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, Key Set Size n=164.5.4 Experimental ResultsOur experimental results show that our algorithm is capable of producing minimal per-fect hash functions that are close to theoretical bound on space and runs e�ciently usingexternal storage for large key sets. Timing results for generating minimal perfect hash func-tions for various key set sizes are reported in Tables 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.18, 4.19, 4.20,and 4.21. All runs were carried out on a DECstation 5000/25. Figures 4.10, and 4.11 showour total MPHF generation time versus key set size for various key sets.
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSbits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)5.0 1.0 0.32 0.00 0.02 0.334.0 0.8 0.30 0.02 0.32 0.633.0 0.6 0.33 0.00 0.32 0.652.9 0.58 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.632.8 0.56 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.322.7 0.52 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.302.6 0.52 0.32 0.00 0.03 0.352.5 0.50 0.32 0.00 0.03 0.352.4 0.48 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.632.3 0.46 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.632.2 0.44 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.632.1 0.42 0.32 0.00 0.02 0.332.0 0.4 0.30 0.00 0.33 0.631.9 0.38 0.32 0.00 0.30 0.621.8 0.36 0.33 0.00 0.30 0.631.7 0.34 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.631.6 0.32 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.631.5 0.30 0.30 0.02 0.32 0.63Table 4.11: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, Key Set Size n=324.5.5 ExampleIn this section, we show an example of �nding a MPHF using the Enhanced Algorithmfor the 20 key set listed in Table 4.14 along with their unique triples h0(k); h1(k); h2(k).Since the size of the key set is small, the number of loads B = 1.
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS
bits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)6.0 1.0 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.335.0 0.83 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.634.0 0.67 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.333.0 0.5 0.32 0.00 0.10 0.422.9 0.48 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.322.8 0.467 0.33 0.00 0.03 0.372.7 0.45 0.32 0.00 0.10 0.422.6 0.433 0.33 0.00 0.47 0.802.5 0.417 0.32 0.00 0.23 0.552.4 0.4 0.32 0.00 0.12 0.432.3 0.383 0.32 0.00 0.05 0.372.2 0.367 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.632.1 0.35 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.632.0 0.33 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.641.9 0.31 0.35 0.00 0.60 0.951.8 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.60 0.901.7 0.283 0.32 0.00 0.48 0.801.6 0.267 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.641.5 0.25 0.32 0.00 0.38 0.70Table 4.12: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, Key Set Size n=64
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS
bits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)7.0 1.0 0.35 0.00 0.02 0.376.0 0.857 0.37 0.00 0.02 0.385.0 0.714 0.32 0.00 0.02 0.334.0 0.57 0.32 0.00 0.02 0.333.0 0.428 0.32 0.00 0.38 0.702.9 0.414 0.32 0.00 0.02 0.332.8 0.4 0.33 0.00 0.35 0.682.7 0.385 0.32 0.00 0.67 0.982.6 0.371 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.632.5 0.357 0.33 0.00 0.28 0.622.4 0.34 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.642.3 0.328 0.32 0.00 1.12 1.432.2 0.314 0.32 0.00 0.32 0.642.1 0.3 0.30 0.00 0.33 0.652.0 0.286 0.32 0.00 0.35 0.671.8 0.257 0.33 0.00 0.47 0.801.6 0.228 0.32 0.00 0.80 1.12Table 4.13: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, Key Set Size n=128
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS
Key h0 h1 h2x-rays 18 4 8Euclidean 3 2 2ethyl ether 1 5 10Clouet 2 3 8Bulwer-Lytton 3 6 8dentifrice 5 3 19Lagomorpha 4 2 14Chungking 3 5 10quibbles 7 3 11Han Cities 2 3 4treacherous 8 6 13calc- 3 4 12deposited 18 5 13rotundus 4 6 8antennae 14 1 2sodium lamp 2 6 7oculomotor nerve 1 5 1tussle 10 6 4imprecise 6 5 9meridiem 8 3 8Table 4.14: Example Key Set and Their (h0; h1; h2) Triples, n = 20, r = 7, c = 1:6
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSi K(Ai) jK(Ai)j0 01 antennae 42 Euclidean,Lagomorpha 23 meridiem,Han Cities,quibbles,Clouet,dentifrice 54 calc-,x-rays 45 Chungking,deposited,ethyl ether,oculomotor nerve,imprecise 56 tussle,sodium lamp,Bulwer-Lytton,treacherous,rotundus 5Table 4.15: Example Key Set Mapped to A Array, n=20, r=7, c=1.6i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6g 0 18 14 1 7 6 2Table 4.16: g Values Assignment of Example Key SetTable 4.15 shows the corresponding A array for Ai; 0 < i < r � 1. The bits/key c =1.6. Table 4.16 shows the g assignment. Table 4.17 shows �nal hash addresses for all keysin the example key set. The function is indeed minimal and perfect.
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS
Key k h0 h1 h2 h(k)x-rays 18 4 8 16Euclidean 3 2 2 3ethyl ether 1 5 10 6Clouet 2 3 8 14Bulwer-Lytton 3 6 8 4dentifrice 5 3 19 2Lagomorpha 4 2 14 7Chungking 3 5 10 8quibbles 7 3 11 17Han Cities 2 3 4 9treacherous 8 6 13 10calc- 3 4 12 13deposited 18 5 13 11rotundus 4 6 8 5antennae 14 1 2 18sodium lamp 2 6 7 12oculomotor nerve 1 5 1 19tussle 8 1 14 1imprecise 0 6 2 15meridiem 8 3 8 0Table 4.17: Example Key Set and the Final Hash Addresses
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSbits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)10.0 1.0 0.35 0.02 0.07 0.439.0 0.9 0.37 0.02 0.07 0.458.0 0.8 0.37 0.00 0.08 0.457.0 0.7 0.35 0.00 6.13 6.486.0 0.60 0.35 0.00 10.53 10.885.0 0.5 0.35 0.02 4.28 4.654.0 0.4 0.33 0.02 25.57 25.923.0 0.3 0.37 0.02 42.67 43.052.9 0.29 0.37 0.00 0.63 1.002.8 0.28 0.35 0.02 2.60 2.972.7 0.27 0.35 0.02 0.7 1.072.6 0.26 0.35 0.02 50.08 50.452.5 0.25 0.37 0.02 25.10 25.482.4 0.24 0.37 0.00 1.30 1.672.3 0.23 0.35 0.02 12.03 12.402.2 0.22 0.37 0.02 6.72 7.102.1 0.21 0.35 0.00 20.17 20.522.0 0.2 0.38 0.02 41.78 42.11.9 0.19 0.37 0.00 13.50 13.871.8 0.18 0.35 0.02 235.40 235.771.7 0.17 0.37 0.02 109.07 109.45Table 4.18: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, Key Set Size n=10244.6 ConclusionsIn this chapter, we have presented simple and e�cient algorithms for �nding e�cientminimal perfect hash functions for very large key sets. These generated functions areoptimal in time (perfect) and hash table space (minimal).
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS
bits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)11.0 1.0 0.42 0.02 1.32 1.7510.0 0.9 0.40 0.02 22.08 22.509.0 0.82 0.38 0.03 62.30 62.728.0 0.727 0.40 0.02 259.45 259.877.0 0.636 0.40 0.02 47.18 47.606.0 0.545 0.38 0.03 18.95 19.375.0 0.455 0.38 0.03 30.68 31.104.0 0.364 0.38 0.03 20.53 20.953.0 0.273 0.40 0.02 203.23 203.652.9 0.264 0.40 0.03 32.08 32.522.8 0.255 0.40 0.02 20.20 20.622.7 0.245 0.40 0.02 19.22 19.632.6 0.236 0.40 0.02 36.05 36.472.5 0.227 0.40 0.02 88.37 88.782.4 0.218 0.40 0.02 41.62 42.032.3 0.209 0.40 0.02 146.13 146.552.2 0.207 0.42 0.02 1930.77 1931.202.1 0.191 0.38 0.03 1612.25 1612.672.0 0.182 0.40 0.02 30.68 31.101.9 0.173 0.38 0.03 15.12 15.531.8 0.164 0.40 0.03 31.85 32.281.7 0.155 0.40 0.02 113.57 113.98Table 4.19: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, Key Set Size n=2048
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CHAPTER 4. MINIMAL PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONSbits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)12.0 0.82 1.35 0.35 3.80 5.5011.0 0.754 1.30 0.35 2.85 4.509.0 0.617 1.28 0.33 2.57 4.188.0 0.549 1.30 0.33 2.55 4.187.0 0.480 1.28 0.33 3.02 4.636.0 0.412 1.28 0.33 3.18 4.805.0 0.343 1.28 0.33 3.82 5.434.0 0.274 1.30 0.33 6.73 8.373.0 0.206 1.30 0.35 28.20 29.852.9 0.199 1.28 0.37 39.60 41.252.8 0.192 1.30 0.37 55.95 57.622.7 0.185 1.30 0.35 62.93 64.582.6 0.178 1.32 0.35 90.38 100.052.5 0.171 1.33 0.37 146.33 148.032.4 0.164 1.30 0.37 248.32 249.982.3 0.158 1.30 0.38 320.43 322.122.2 0.151 1.32 0.37 734.65 736.332.1 0.144 1.30 0.40 1057.77 1059.472.0 0.137 1.32 0.42 2096.38 2098.121.9 0.130 1.30 0.43 3840.88 3842.621.8 0.123 1.32 0.42 11698.43 11700.17Table 4.20: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, UNIX Dictionary, n=24474bits/key ratio Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)4.0 0.183 686.50 798.15 798.15 3344.523.9 0.178 687.77 792.87 2375.42 3856.053.8 0.174 685.37 792.45 3106.42 4584.233.7 0.169 686.30 790.32 4111.65 5588.273.6 0.164 684.50 790.47 5700.20 7175.173.5 0.160 685.05 790.48 8195.17 9670.703.4 0.155 686.28 789.50 12321.67 13797.45Table 4.21: MPHF Timing Results for Enhanced Algorithm, OCLC Key Set, n=3875766106
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Figure 4.10: Mapping, Ordering, and Searching Time for the UNIX Dictionary, n= 24474107
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Figure 4.11: Mapping, Ordering, and Searching Time for the OCLC key set, n= 3875766108



Chapter 5Order Preserving Minimal Perfect HashingThis chapter proposes an algorithm for �nding order preserving minimal perfect hashfunctions. Our method allows external storage of static sets in any order desired and requiresO(n logn) bits for the function speci�cation.5.1 IntroductionWe map the problem of �nding an OPMPHF into a problem on a random bipartitegraph, where each given key k is represented as an edge, and where randomness allows usto make use of important features of these graphs. As shown in Table 5.1, we adapt andextend the notation used in [30, 34].Since we are building minimal perfect hash functions, we take m = n. In the bipartitedependency graph G, there are two parts involving a total of 2r vertices connected by nedges. One end of each edge associated with key k is at the vertex labeled h1(k), and theother end is at the vertex labeled h2(k). The functions hdirect(k) and hindirect(k) are usedto easily compute the location of the key k, given a speci�cation of g.This method is based on the idea that acyclic components of G can be used to recordorder information for all edges (keys) in these components. Moreover, they provide a freeextra location to store additional information. In the algorithm given in [30], these freevertices are initialized randomly. Consider a random bipartite graph with words=key � 1,then we observe [30] that more than 13% of the vertices in G are isolated (zero-degree). Ifthese isolated vertices were used to record order information for keys in cyclic componentsof G, then it is possible to generate a OPMPHF. However, we need an extra indirection bit109



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING
U universe of keysN cardinality of Uk key for data recordS subset of U , set of keys in usen cardinality of ST hash table, with slots numbered 0; : : : ; (m� 1)m number of slots in Th function to map key k into hash table Tjhj space to store hash functionG dependency graphr parameter specifying the number of vertices in one part of Gratio 2r=m, which speci�es the relative size of Gh0; h1; h2 three separate random functions easily computable over keysg function mapping 0; : : : ; (2r� 1) into 0; : : : ; (m� 1)hdirect(k) (h0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k))) (mod n) direct hashing functionhindirect(k) g((h0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k))) (mod 2r)) indirect hashing functionv vertex in GK(v) for a given v in the vertex ordering, the set of keys in that ordering levelV S vertex sequence produced during the Ordering stept length of V STable 5.1: Terminology Used Throughout OPMPHF Section
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CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGmark to distinguish between direct and indirect cases.5.2 A Lower Bound on the Size of OPMPHFsWe de�ne a (N, m, n) order-preserving perfect class H of OPPHF functions as a set offunctions h h : [0 : : :N � 1]! [0 : : :m� 1]such that for any permutation P of any subset S � N of size jSj = n, there is an h 2 H suchthat h is OPPHF for that permutation P . If m = n, then H is an OPMPHF class. Now ifh is order preserving for a given permutation P of S, then any other permutation P 0 6= Pof S cannot be order preserving and hashed by h [34]. As in the case of MPHF, any �xedfunction h : [0 : : :N � 1]! [0 : : :m� 1] is perfect for at most (N=m)n�mn� permutations ofdi�erent subsets S � [0 : : :N � 1]; jSj = n. There are �Nn� di�erent subsets of [0 : : :N � 1]of size n, and for each subset there are n! permutations, hence the size of the perfect classof order preserving hash functions H isjH j �  Nn!n!= (N=m)n mn!!Assuming N grows faster than n2 [30], we can use the asymptotic estimate �Nn� � Nn=n!.Taking the base 2 logarithm, we have an asymptotic lower bound of n log2 n bits to representan arbitrary OPMPHF uniquely.5.2.1 Three Methods to Find OPMPHFsThere are at least three methods to obtain an OPMPHF [34]:Method 1: Acyclic GraphsMethod 1, the acyclic technique, involves constructing a bipartite graph G su�cientlylarge so that no cycles are present. If there are no cycles, we have su�cient freedom duringthe Searching step to select g values that will preserve any a priori key order.111
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Figure 5.1: Each Acyclic Component Provides a Free Extra Location to Store Order112



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGHowever, the size of the generated OPMPH is much larger than OPMPHF sizes gener-ated in the next two methods described below.Method 2: Two Level HashingThe second method is to use two level hashing. Here an MPHF is used in the �rst leveland an array of pointers is used in the second. A hash value computed using the MPHFaddresses the second level where the actual addresses of records are stored. The recordsare arranged in the desired order. This method requires O(n) bits to store the MPHFspeci�cation, and for the second level n log n bits is required to store addresses of datarecords. Note, however, that it is much easier and faster to �nd small OPMPHFs usingMethod 3, which is discussed next.Method 3: Using IndirectionThe third method is based on the idea of using G to store the additional informationrequired to specify a MPHF that also preserves order. For n keys, if our graph has somewhatmore than n vertices (i.e., if ratio > 1, where ratio is de�ned as 2r=m), then there should beenough space to specify the OPMPHF. In a random graph of this size, a signi�cant numberof vertices will have zero degree. We use indirection for handling some of the keys. Thismeans that some keys will be mapped using indirection, in this case using the compositionorder(k) = h(k) = g�fh0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k))gmod 2r�For the remaining keys, the desired location of a key is the value of:order(k) = h(k) = fh0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k))gmodn:Note that we use the g function in two ways, one for direct keys and the other for keysthat are handled through indirection. 113



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING5.3 The AlgorithmIn this section, we present our algorithm for �nding OMPHFs. The class of functionssearched is:h�nal(k) =8<: g�h0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k)) (mod 2r)� if (mark(h1(k)) OR mark(h2(k)))h0(k) + g(h1(k)) + g(h2(k)) (mod n) otherwiseThe algorithm for selecting proper g values and setting mark (indirection) bits for ver-tices in G consists of the three steps: Mapping, Ordering, and Searching. Each step, alongwith implementation details, will be described in a separate subsection below.5.3.1 The Mapping StepThis step is essentially identical to that discussed in [30]. The only addition is that themark bit must be included in the vertex data structure.The Mapping step takes a set of n keys and produces the three auxiliary hash functionsh0, h1, and h2. These three functions map each key k into a unique triple(h0(k); h1(k); h2(k))The h0, h1, and h2 values are used to build a bipartite graph called the dependencygraph. Half of the vertices of the dependency graph correspond to the h1 values and arelabeled 0; : : : ; r � 1. The other half of the vertices correspond to the h2 values and arelabeled r; : : : ; 2r�1. There is one edge in the dependency graph for each key in the originalset of keys. A key k corresponds to an edge labeled k between the vertex labeled h1(k)and the vertex labeled h2(k). Notice that there may be other edges between h1(k) andh2(k), but those edges are labeled with keys other than k. There are two data structuresthat constitute the dependency graph, one for the edges (keys) and one for the vertices(determined by the h1 and h2 values). Both are implemented as arrays. The vertex arrayis 114



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGvertex: array [0..2r-1] of recordfirstedge: integer;degree: integer;g: integer;endfirstedge is the header for a singly-linked list of the edges incident to the vertex.degree is the number of vertices incident on the vertex. g is the g value for the vertex,which is assigned in the Searching step. The edge array isedge: array [1..n] of recordh0, h1, h2: integer;nextedge1: integer;nextedge2: integer;endh0, h1, and h2 contain the h0, h1, and h2 values for the edge (key). Also, nextedgei, forside i (= 1; 2) of the graph (corresponding to h1, h2, respectively), points to the next edgein the linked list whose head is given by firstedge in the vertex array.Figure 5.2 details the Mapping step. Let k1; k2; : : : ; kn be the set of keys. The h0, h1,and h2 functions are selected (1) as the result of building tables of random numbers. Theconstruction of the dependency graph in (2) and (3) is straightforward. (4) examines setsof edges having the same h1 value to check for distinct (h0; h1; h2) triples; since vertexdegrees are small, (4) takes expected time that is linear in n. If triples are not distinct, newrandom tables are generated (5), de�ning new h0, h1, and h2 functions. The probabilitythat random tables must be generated more than once is very small [30]. Therefore, theexpected time for the Mapping step is O(n).115
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(1) build random tables for h0, h1, and h2(2) for each v 2 [0 : : :2r� 1] dovertex[v].firstedge = 0vertex[v].degree = 0(3) for each i 2 [1 : : :n] doedge[i].h0 = h0(ki)edge[i].h1 = h1(ki)edge[i].h2 = h2(ki)edge[i].nextedge1 = 0add edge[i] to linked list with header vertex[h1(ki)].firstedgeincrement vertex[h1(ki)].degreeedge[i].nextedge2 = 0add edge[i] to linked list with header vertex[h2(ki)].firstedgeincrement vertex[h2(ki)].degree(4) for each v 2 [0 : : :r� 1] docheck that all edges in linked list vertex[v].firstedge havedistinct (h0; h1; h2) triples.(5) if triples not distinct thenrepeat from step (1).Figure 5.2: The Mapping Step
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CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING5.3.2 The Ordering StepThe Ordering step explores the dependency graph so as to partition the set of keys intoa sequence of levels. The step actually produces an ordering of the vertices having degreeat least one. From the vertex ordering, the sequence of levels is easily derived. If the vertexordering is v1; : : : ; vt, then the level of keys K(vi) corresponding to a vertex vi, 1 � i � t, isthe set of edges incident both to vi and to a vertex earlier in the ordering. More formallyK(vi) = 8><>: fkjjh1(kj) = vi; h2(kj) = vs; vs < vig if 0 � vi � r � 1fkjjh2(kj) = vi; h1(kj) = vs; vs < vig if r � vi � 2r� 1Our algorithm builds on two observations. First, the vertex ordering of every connectedcomponent in the graph G must start with a vertex v such that jK(v)j = 0. Second,edges that can be directed are always in levels with jK(vi)j = 1, while edges that mustbe indirected occur in levels with jK(vi)j > 1. Acyclic components when ordered yield avertex ordering with all levels having a cardinality of one. Cyclic components when orderedhave some levels with cardinality greater than one. Hence using both observations, allcomponents in G are identi�ed as cyclic or acyclic and assigned unique component ID's.These ID's are used later in the Searching step to identify these components. The currentimplementation doesn't assign component ID's to zero degree vertices (zero degree verticesare acyclic components) since they can be identi�ed simply by checking the vertex degree�eld which is equal to zero. It can be easily shown [36] that every acyclic componenthas precisely one vertex that can be used to store order information about indirect edges.Furthermore, this vertex can be any vertex in that acyclic component. However, once this\free choice" is occupied, the rest of the acyclic subgraph can not be used to store orderinformation of any edge (key) other than its own edges (keys). Hence, all direct edges inthese acyclic subgraphs can be processed once that \free choice" vertex is used. Clearlythe identi�cation step can be �nished in O(n) time because we traverse the vertex sequenceonly once.Since the vertex degree distribution is decidedly skewed and the graph is relatively117



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGsparse, the algorithm uses a su�cient number of stacks to identify the next maximumdegree processed and the unprocessed vertices. These stacks accelerate choosing the nextvertex with maximal degree. This implementation of the Ordering step requires only O(n)time to �nish. Figure 5.3 details the Ordering step. In step (1), STACKS and vertexordering VS are initialized. In step (2), we choose a vertex v1 of maximum degree. In step(3), all vertices adjacent to v1 are pushed on STACKS according to their degree. In (4),the rest of the vertices in the current component are processed and added to the vertexordering VS. STACKS are used to identify those vertices that have not been selected andto return an unselected vertex of maximum degree. In (5), we initialize ID to zero. In step(6), we follow the vertex ordering marking every vertex with its component ID. Also everycomponent is marked cyclic or acyclic. As discussed earlier, the start of a component isfound by checking for jK(v)j = 0 where v is the current vertex during traversal of the vertexordering. For acyclic components, all vertices in the component must have jK(v)j = 1.5.3.3 The Searching StepThe Searching step takes the levels produced in the Ordering step and tries to assignhash values to indirect edges according to the ordering. Assigning hash values to K(vi)amounts to assigning a value to g(vi).When a value is to be assigned to vertex[i]:g, there are usually several choices forvertex[i]:g that place all the indirect keys in K(vi) into acyclic components. The directedges in these acyclic components are hashed to their desired locations as well. Afterhashing all indirect edges according to the vertex ordering, the rest of the direct edgesin unassigned acyclic components are processed to �nish the searching. In looking for avalue for vertex[i]:g, the Searching step uses a random probe sequence to access the slots0; : : : ; n� 1 of the g table.Figure 5.4 gives the algorithm for the Searching step. A random probe sequence of lengthn is chosen in step (3). At the beginning of the Searching step, the current implementationchooses a set of 20 small primes that do not divide n. Each time (3) is executed, one of the118



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING(1) initialize(STACKS)initialize ordering sequence VSv1 = a vertex of maximum degree(2) mark v1 SELECTED and add to VS list(3) for each w adjacent to v1 dopush(w, STACKS[deg(w)])i = 2(4) while some vertex of nonzero degree is not SELECTED dowhile STACKS are not empty do vi = popmax(STACKS)mark vi SELECTED and add to VS listfor w adjacent to vi doif w is not SELECTED and w is not in STACKS[deg(w)] thenpush(w, STACKS[deg(w)])i = i+ 1endwhileendwhile(5) initialize ID to zero(6) while not the end of the VS do (* follow the VS sequence *)(* All vertices in a component have the same component ID *)mark vertex vi with IDif jK(vi)j > 1 thenvertex[vi].mark = 1Component[ID ] = cyclicelse vertex[vi].mark = 0Component[ID ] = acyclicif jK(vi)j = 0 thenincrement IDVS = vertex[i].succendwhile Figure 5.3: The Ordering Step119



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGprimes q is chosen at random to be s1 and is used as an increment to obtain the remainingsj ; j � 2. Thus, the random probe sequence is0; q; 2q; 3q; : : : ; (2r� 1)q:In step (4), direct edges are handled. In step (5), �rst we compute h(k). Then in (6) wecheck if the indirect vertex address is cyclic or assigned. If so, we try another random probevalue sj . If the indirect vertex address is in an acyclic component and it is not assigned,then we store the order information as detailed in step (6). The Searching step fails if allrandom probe values result in collision.5.3.4 AnalysisWe bound the expected total length of cycles in the graph. Let C2k denote the numberof cycles of length 2k. To build a cycle of length 2k, we select 2k vertices and connect themwith 2k edges in any order. There are �rk�2 ways to choose 2k vertices out of 2r vertices ofa graph, k!k!=2k ways of connecting them into a cycle, and (2k)! possible ordering of theedges. The cycle can be embedded into the structure of the graph in � rr�2k�r2(r�2k) ways.Hence, the number of graphs containing a cycle of length 2k is rk!2((k!)2=2k)(2k)! rr � 2k!r2(r�2k)Also, the expected number of cycles of length 2k in the graph isn=2Xk=1 2kE(C2k) = n=2Xk=1 �rk�2((k!)2=2k)(2k)!� rr�2k�r2(r�2k)n2kAnd the expected number of cycles in the graph isn=2Xk=1E(C2k) = n=2Xk=1 �rk�2((k!)2=2k)(2k)!� rr�2k�r2(r�2k)n2kNext, we count the number of tree components in G, excluding zero-degree vertex com-ponents. We have the number of di�erent trees in a bipartite graph G0:Rij = ji�1 � ij�1120



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING(* edge[k].order is the desired location (order) of the Key k *)(1) for i 2 [0 : : :n� 1] dovertex[i].assigned = false(2) for i = 1 to t (number of levels in V S) do(3) establish a random probe sequence s0; s1; : : : ; sn�1 for [0 : : :n� 1]j = 0do collision = falseif vi 2 [0 : : :r� 1] then w = 1 else w=2for each k 2 K(vi) doif jK(vi)j =1 and vertex[edge[k].h3�w].mark = 1 thena = edge[k].h0 + vertex[edge[k].h3�w].g (mod n)if edge[k].order � a thenvertex[vi].g = edge[k].order -aelse vertex[vi].g = n- a + edge[k].orderelse(4) h(k) = edge[k]:h0+ vertex[edge[k]:h3�w]:g+ sj (mod 2r)(5) if component[vertex[h(k)]] is cyclic or assigned thencollision = true(6) if not collision thenfor each k 2 K(vi) docomponent[vertex[h(k)]].assigned = truevertex[h(k)].g = edge[k]:ordervertex[vi].g = sjelse j = j+ 1(7) if j > n� 1 then failwhile collision Figure 5.4: The Searching Step121



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGratio Nacyclic Nindirect Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)1.40 463 108 2.63 0.63 0.93 4.191.3 364 113 2.60 0.63 0.98 4.211.2 280 152 2.63 0.57 1.10 4.301.18 282 196 2.58 0.58 1.23 4.391.16 272 216 2.60 0.58 3.57 6.75Table 5.2: OPMPHF Timing Results, Key Set Size n=1024The expected number of trees of distinct edges of size from 1 to min(n; 2r � 1) in abipartite graph G with r vertices on each side isE(TR) =Xi Xj �ri��rj� �Rij � � ni+j�1� � (i+ j � 1)! � �r2 + i � j � r � (i+ j)�jn�i�j+1jr2nwhere i and j should satisfy the constraints n� i � 1 and n� j � 1 when i+ j � 1 < n, orn� i � 0 and n � j � 0 when i+ j � 1 = n.Additional analysis is provided in [34].5.3.5 Experimental ResultsTo provide further insights into our algorithm, we provide some experimental and timingstatistics for various key set sizes and ratios, collected from random dependency graphs andtheir corresponding orderings. These statistics include the number of acyclic componentsNacyclic, and the number of indirect edges Nindirect. The timing statistics include Mappingtime, Ordering time, Searching time, and total time. Tables 5.2 - 5.4 show these statisticsfor various key set sizes.5.3.6 ExampleWe show an example of �nding an OPMPHF for the 20 key set listed in Table 5.5.First, we restrict the range of g values to f0::19g. The words/key used is 1.2. The h0, h1,122



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGratio Nacyclic Nindirect Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)1.40 4355 710 6.02 6.00 5.60 17.621.30 3514 1027 5.98 5.73 5.72 17.431.20 2859 1706 5.95 5.38 7.27 18.601.19 2815 1820 5.95 5.37 8.05 19.371.18 2685 1754 5.98 5.35 8.25 19.581.17 2615 1819 5.97 5.35 9.17 20.491.16 2574 1936 5.97 5.33 10.35 21.651.15 2551 2083 5.98 5.25 14.30 25.531.14 2393 1968 6.05 5.30 14.00 25.351.13 2366 2113 5.98 5.23 43.78 54.99Table 5.3: OPMPHF Timing Results, Key Set Size n=10000
ratio Nacyclic Nindirect Mapping Ordering Searching Total(seconds) (seconds) (seconds) (seconds)1.40 56649 9137 53.58 78.63 68.80 201.011.30 46324 14513 52.73 74.30 70.43 197.461.20 36857 21490 52.17 69.98 89.30 211.451.15 32761 26195 52.17 68.05 162.60 282.821.14 31921 27086 51.90 67.22 212.73 331.851.13 31048 27883 51.95 66.98 354.98 473.91Table 5.4: OPMPHF Timing Results, Key Set Size n=130198123



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGKey h0 h1 h2x-rays 17 7 17Euclidean 12 1 14ethyl ether 4 6 19Clouet 15 4 23Bulwer-Lytton 2 4 17dentifrice 2 7 20Lagomorpha 2 11 17Chungking 13 8 15quibbles 15 7 18Han Cities 5 5 16treacherous 14 1 23calc- 5 6 23deposited 14 3 23rotundus 10 9 17antennae 10 5 23sodium lamp 9 7 13oculomotor nerve 2 1 21tussle 5 0 20imprecise 8 9 20meridiem 5 5 21Table 5.5: The Key Set Used in Example, Words/Key = 1.2and h2 values (see Table 5.5) are used to build a bipartite graph. Half of the vertices ofthe dependency graph correspond to the h1 values and are labeled 0; : : : ; r � 1. The otherhalf of the vertices correspond to the h2 values and are labeled r; : : : ; 2r � 1. There is oneedge in the dependency graph for each key in the original set of keys. Figure 5.5 shows thedependency graph with edges labeled with h0(k) values.Table 5.6 shows the vertex ordering V S, K(vi), jK(vi)j, and vi:mark produced by theOrdering step.We notice that we have a large cycle and �ve acyclic components (four isolated vertices,one tree). Table 5.7 shows the speci�cation of the g function produced by the Searching Step.Table 5.8 veri�es that we indeed have a OPMPHF for the example key set. Each elementof the g table is log2 n bits. Next, we allow the range of g to be 0::2dlog2 ne � 1 = 31, which124



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING
Figure 5.5: The Graph with Edges labeled, for the Key Set Used in Examplerequires dlog2 ne bits and we show its e�ect on the lowest ratio we achieved in producinga OPMPHF for this key set. The words/key achieved is 1.1, which is very close to theoptimal case, that is when words/key is 1.0 (see Section 5.2). Table 5.9 shows the key setand the corresponding (h0; h1; h2) triples for every key. Table 5.10 shows the mark bits andthe speci�cation of the g function produced by the algorithm. Table 5.11 veri�es that weindeed have a OPMPHF for the example key set.
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CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGLevel Vertex K(v) jK(v)j mark1 v23 fg 0 02 v1 f14g 1 03 v14 f12g 1 04 v5 f10g 1 05 v21 f5,2g 2 16 v4 f15g 1 07 v17 f2g 1 08 v7 f17g 1 09 v20 f2g 1 010 v0 f5g 1 011 v9 f8,10g 2 112 v6 f5g 1 013 v19 f4g 1 014 v18 f15g 1 015 v16 f5g 1 016 v11 f2g 1 017 v13 f9g 1 018 v3 f14g 1 019 v15 fg 0 020 v8 f13g 1 0Table 5.6: The Vertex Ordering for Example, Words/Key = 1.2Vertex 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11g 11 9 19 11 1 17 19 2 18 1 18 3Mark 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0Vertex 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23g 13 4 0 16 7 1 11 19 1 4 0 7Mark 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0Table 5.7: g Values Assignment to Vertices, Words/Key = 1.2126



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING
key h0 h1 h2 v[h1].mark v[h2].mark hfx-rays 17 7 17 0 0 17+2+1 (mod 20) = 0Euclidean 12 1 14 0 0 12+9+0 (mod 20) = 1ethyl ether 4 6 19 0 0 4+19+19 (mod 20) = 2Clouet 15 4 23 0 0 15+1+7 (mod 20) = 3Bulwer-Lytton 2 4 17 0 0 2+1+1 (mod 20) = 4dentifrice 2 7 20 0 0 2+2+1 (mod 20) = 5Lagomorpha 2 11 17 0 0 2+3+1 (mod 20) = 6Chungking 13 8 15 0 0 13+18+16 (mod 20) = 7quibbles 15 7 18 0 0 15+ 2+11 (mod 20) = 8Han Cities 5 5 16 0 0 5+17+7 (mod 20) = 9treacherous 14 1 23 0 0 14+9+7 (mod 20) = 10calc- 5 6 23 0 0 5+19+7 (mod 20) = 11deposited 14 3 23 0 0 14+11+7(mod 20) = 12rotundus 10 9 17 1 0 g[10+1+1 (mod 20)] = 13antennae 10 5 23 0 0 10+17+7 (mod 20) = 14sodium lamp 9 7 13 0 0 9+2+4 (mod 20) = 15oculomotor nerve 2 1 21 0 1 g[2+9+4 (mod 20)] = 16tussle 5 0 20 0 0 5+11+1 (mod 20) = 17imprecise 8 9 20 1 0 g[8+1+1 (mod 20)] =18meridiem 5 5 21 0 1 g[5+17+4 (mod 20)] = 19Table 5.8: Keys and Their Final Hash Addresses, Words/Key = 1.2
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CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHINGKey h0 h1 h2x-rays 3 1 11Euclidean 22 1 14ethyl ether 16 4 20Clouet 6 1 17Bulwer-Lytton 2 0 16dentifrice 8 0 18Lagomorpha 18 7 19Chungking 25 5 11quibbles 13 6 21Han Cities 14 10 17treacherous 14 9 18calc- 4 3 18deposited 25 1 19rotundus 22 8 19antennae 15 4 11sodium lamp 18 6 19oculomotor nerve 13 2 12tussle 8 2 17imprecise 5 10 14meridiem 19 7 13Table 5.9: The Key Set Used in Example, Words/Key = 1.1Vertex 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10g 14 17 29 21 19 1 27 17 21 10 15Mark 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Vertex 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21g 12 6 15 20 1 20 12 18 2 31 31Mark 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0Table 5.10: g Values Assignment to Vertices, Words/Key = 1.1128



CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING
key h0 h1 h2 v[h1].mark v[h2].mark hfx-rays 3 1 11 0 0 3+17+12 (mod 32) = 0Euclidean 22 1 14 0 1 g[22+17+20(mod 22)] = 1ethyl ether 16 4 20 0 0 16+19+31 (mod 32) = 2Clouet 6 1 17 0 0 6+17+12 (mod 32) = 3Bulwer-Lytton 2 0 16 0 0 2+14+20 (mod 32) = 4dentifrice 18 7 19 0 0 18+17+2 (mod 32) = 5Lagomorpha 25 5 11 0 0 25+1+12 (mod 32) = 6Chungking 13 6 21 0 0 13+27+31 (mod 32) = 7quibbles 8 0 18 0 0 8+ 14+18 (mod 32) = 8Han Cities 14 10 17 0 0 14+15+12 (mod 32) = 9treacherous 14 9 18 0 0 14+10+18 (mod 32) = 10calc- 4 3 18 0 0 4+21+18 (mod 32) = 11deposited 25 1 19 0 0 25+17+2(mod 32) = 12rotundus 22 8 19 0 0 22+21+2 (mod 32) = 13antennae 15 4 11 0 0 15+19+12 (mod 32) = 14sodium lamp 18 6 19 0 0 18+27+2 (mod 32) = 15oculomotor nerve 13 2 12 0 0 13+29+6 (mod 32) = 16tussle 8 2 17 0 0 8+29+12 (mod 32) = 17imprecise 5 10 14 0 1 g[5+15+20 (mod 22)] =18meridiem 19 7 13 0 0 19+17+15 (mod 32) = 19Table 5.11: Keys and Their Final Hash Addresses, Words/Key = 1.1
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CHAPTER 5. ORDER PRESERVING MINIMAL PERFECT HASHING5.4 ConclusionsIn this chapter, we have presented a simple and e�cient algorithm for �nding orderpreserving hash functions that store very large key sets according to any prior order. Thesefunctions are optimal in time (perfect) and space (minimal). These features are highlydesirable when designing data structures for slow media such as CD-ROMs.
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Chapter 6Dynamic Perfect Hashing6.1 IntroductionThere has been considerable work in several areas related to dynamic hashing. Themajor work concerns the design of their �le structures for e�cient query processing. Asthis research is closely related to secondary storage media, we present algorithms that aresuitable for disk based �le structures. In this chapter, we present a dynamic �le structurethat combines linear hashing and minimal perfect hashing to achieve retrieval performanceof one single access, and constant expected time for insertion and deletion. In Section 6.2,we present our algorithm. In Section 6.3, we compare our algorithm with other algorithmsand their �le structures.6.2 The File StructureIn this section, we present an e�cient �le structure that has the following advantages:� Fast random access: given a search key, only one disk access is required, which isoptimal.� Fast sequential processing or range query access: given a range for a search key,the �le structure requires only one seek followed by successive block reads for eachcontiguously allocated storage area of the �le.� Dynamic: The �le structure is incrementally expandable with low insertion and dele-tion overhead. 131



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGOur �le structure is a two level dynamic �le. The �rst level is designed to adapt tonon-uniform distributions by proper partitioning of the key space into uniformly distributedsubranges. The second level is composed of contiguous storage areas that are independentlyand dynamically managed using minimal perfect hash functions or order preserving minimalperfect hash functions.This scheme is derived from linear hashing, with the additional feature that the key-sequential order can be preserved within consecutive bucket ranges for e�cient sequentialprocessing and range queries as well as random access. Records in elastic buckets are storedin contiguous disk areas, and are accessed with minimal perfect hash functions, whosespeci�cations are stored in bucket headers. The size of elastic buckets can grow as needed,given that a perfect hash function is found to access elements stored in the bucket.At the �rst level, a hash function h(k) that distributes the universe uniformly over theinterval [0 : : :N � 1] is used to map the keys in S into integers in the range 0 to N � 1. Akey k is stored in the bucket Bh(k). We may chooseh(k) = k (mod N):At the second level, buckets of keys are managed using minimal perfect hash functionsor order preserving hash functions. Every time a new key is inserted, an appropriate perfecthash function is computed if the bucket size is greater than a threshold. The threshold valueis chosen such that the cost of �nding a perfect hash function is justi�able. Experimentalruns show that a threshold value of 5 is a good choice. The parameters of the perfect hashfunction are stored in the bucket header. E�cient algorithms for computing minimal perfecthash functions are presented in Chapter 4. Algorithms for computing order preservingminimal perfect hash functions are presented in Chapter 5.As in linear hashing, buckets are split when the load factor is reached, to keep bucketsmanageable and relatively small. To facilitate locating keys quickly, we maintain two masksand use bit operations. The low mask is equal to the maximum split bucket and the highmask is equal to the next maximum split bucket. To locate a speci�c key, we compute h(k)132



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGbucket(k) = h(k) & high maskif (bucket(k) � max bucket ) thenbucket(k) = h(k) & low maskreturn (bucket)Figure 6.1: The Fast Address Computation Algorithmand mask it with high mask. If the resulting number is greater than the maximum bucketin the table, the hash value is masked with the low mask. This fast address computationalgorithm is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Splits occur in a prede�ned order (linearly). Thetime at which pages are split is determined by page overows and when the table �ll factoris exceeded.The insertion, retrieval, and deletion operations are detailed in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3,and Figure 6.4, respectively.6.3 Experimental ResultsIn this section, we compare our dynamic perfect hashing scheme (Dphf) with other datastructures such as random search trees (rs tree) [40], red black trees (rb tree) [40], skiplists (skiplist) [40], and chaining hashing (ch chain) [44, 40]. We have chosen two widelyavailable libraries of e�cient data structures and algorithms; LEDA [59] and LEND [16].We also compare our DPHF scheme with dynamic perfect hashing schemes available inLEDA (LEDA dp) and LEND (LEND dp). LEDA is a library of e�cient data types andalgorithms that is available in the public domain from most anonymous ftp servers. LEDA'smain strength is the inclusion of many of the most recent and e�cient implementations ofgraph algorithms and related data structures. LEND is a library of e�cient data structuresthat uses minimal perfect hashing algorithms to optimize performance and guarantee min-imum disk accesses and near minimal space overhead. Also, LEND supports e�cient hashindexing, caching, and bu�ering. Figure 6.5 shows the code used to run the comparisons.Our �le structure was initialized to empty with zero buckets. The �le grew as keys were133



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGfound = table.found(k) // check if key k is already in tableif found returnbucket(k) = h(k) & high maskif (bucket(k) � max bucket ) thenbucket(k) = h(k) & low maskif bucket(k).empty() thenbucket(k).init()bucket(k).mark = DIRECTbucket(k).size = 1bucket(k).add(k) // insert item in bucketelse bucket(k).mark = INDIRECTincrement bucket(k).sizebucket(k).insert(k)bucket(k).compute mphf() // compute a new MPHF or OPMPHincrement key countif load factor � max load factor thenbucket(k).expand() // expand by one bucketFigure 6.2: The Insertion Algorithmbucket(k) = h(k) & high maskif (bucket(k) � max bucket ) thenbucket(k) = h(k) & low maskif (bucket(k).mark == DIRECT) thenreturn item // only one record in this bucketelse if bucket(k).mphf exist() then // MPHF existsitem = bucket(k).mphf compute(k)else item = bucket(k).binary search(k)if (item.key() == k) thenreturn item Figure 6.3: The Retrieval Algorithm134



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGbucket(k) = h(k) & high maskif (bucket(k) � max bucket ) thenbucket(k) = h(k) & low maskif bucket(k).mark == DIRECT thendelete item // only one record in this bucketelse if bucket(k).mphf exist() then // MPHF existsitem = bucket(k).mphf compute(k)else item = bucket(k).binary search(k)if item.key() == k thendelete item Figure 6.4: The Deletion Algorithmadded. We have used a load factor of 5. Minimal perfect hash functions were computed foreach bucket when a threshold of 5 was reached. Also, for LEDA timing tests, we have usedthe default parameters that are chosen when installing LEDA.
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CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGn Dphf rs tree skiplist rb tree ch hash LEDA dp LEND dp(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0016 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0032 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0064 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00128 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00256 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02512 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.031024 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.072048 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.13 0.134096 0.03 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.07 0.20 0.308192 0.08 0.18 0.25 0.35 0.15 0.48 0.6016384 0.17 0.40 0.55 0.75 0.32 0.67 1.2332678 0.33 1.00 1.27 1.67 0.52 1.62 2.5865356 0.68 2.25 3.07 3.87 1.12 2.97 4.97130712 1.38 4.83 6.85 8.88 2.58 6.88 13.08261424 2.75 11.22 17.27 24.02 5.52 18.22 35.04522848 5.50 28.23 45.27 48.72 12.40 55.25 125.06Table 6.1: Insertion Timing Results Comparing Dynamic Data Structures for Various KeySet Sizes for Test ProgramTables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 summarize our results. All runs were carried out on aDECstation 5000/25. Figures 6.6, 6.8, and 6.10 show that our dynamic data structureDphf outperforms other dynamic perfect hashing schemes LEDA dp, and LEND dp. Also,Figures 6.7, 6.9, and 6.11 show that our dynamic perfect hashing scheme outperforms otherdata structures available in LEDA and LEND (rs tree, skiplist, rb tree, and ch hash) .Figure 6.12 shows the linear time complexity for insertion, retrieval, and deletion operationsusing our dynamic perfect hashing scheme Dphf.
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CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGmain()f DB �dbp;KeyStructPtr key;AttributeStructPtr attr;int i;HASHINFO ctl;DBT db item, db key;oat insertion time, retrieval time, deletion time;dbp = DphfHashCreate(NULL); // create a DPHF tablekey = (KeyStructPtr) malloc(sizeof(KeyStruct)); // allocate key structattr = (AttributeStructPtr) malloc(sizeof(AttributeStruct)); // allocate attributekey!�eld2 = 100.0; // �ll in key �eldsattr!�eld2 = key!�eld2; // �ll in attribute �eldsinsertion time = used time1();// start insertion timingfor (i = 0; i < count; i++) fkey!�eld1 = i; // �ll in key �eld1attr!�eld1 = i+1;// �ll in attribute �eld1db key.data = key; // assign key struct to primary key of database itemdb key.size = sizeof(KeyStruct); // compute key sizedb item.data = attr; // assign attribute to database itemif (DphfHashPut(dbp, &db key, &db item) 6= NULL) // insert database itemprintf("cannot enter: key nn");gretrieval time = used time1();// start retrieval timingfor (i = 0; i < count; i++) fkey!�eld1 = i;db key.data = key;db key.size = sizeof(KeyStruct);DphfHashGet(dbp, &db key, &db item); // retrieve database itemgdeletion time = used time1(); // start deletion timingfor (i = 0; i < count; i++) fkey!�eld1 = i;db key.data = key;db key.size = sizeof(KeyStruct);DphfHashDelete(dbp, &db key); // delete database itemgg Figure 6.5: Insertion, Retrieval, and Deletion Test Program137



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHING
n Dphf rs tree skiplist rb tree ch hash LEDA dp LEND dp(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0016 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0032 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0064 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00128 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00256 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00512 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.021024 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.022048 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.024096 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.058192 0.08 0.12 0.20 0.15 0.05 0.12 0.1216384 0.15 0.30 0.47 0.35 0.10 0.20 0.2332678 0.32 0.70 1.05 0.80 0.23 0.42 0.5065356 0.62 1.75 2.70 1.93 0.50 0.95 0.97130712 1.23 3.82 5.75 4.42 1.18 2.37 2.35261424 2.47 9.53 16.52 11.45 2.65 4.33 4.01522848 4.90 28.98 43.80 27.40 5.70 10.05 9.24Table 6.2: Retrieval Timing Results Comparing Dynamic Data Structures for Various KeySet Sizes for Test Program
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CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHING
n Dphf rs tree skiplist rb tree ch hash LEDA dp LEND dp(sec) (sec) (secs) (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec)8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0016 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0032 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0064 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00128 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00256 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00512 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.001024 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.002048 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.10 0.034096 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.15 0.05 0.18 0.078192 0.07 0.13 0.18 0.33 0.10 0.43 0.1316384 0.15 0.33 0.45 0.75 0.23 0.65 0.2732678 0.30 0.82 1.03 1.67 0.37 1.55 0.5265356 0.62 1.95 2.63 3.78 0.82 3.05 1.07130712 1.22 4.32 5.87 9.63 1.73 7.42 2.20261424 2.43 10.57 16.05 28.58 3.80 16.32 4.53522848 4.92 31.12 42.62 57.92 9.63 34.25 10.05Table 6.3: Deletion Timing Results Comparing Dynamic Data Structures for Various KeySet Sizes for Test Program
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CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGn Insertion Retrieval Deletion(seconds) (seconds) (seconds)1000 0.00 0.02 0.002000 0.02 0.02 0.024000 0.05 0.05 0.058000 0.10 0.07 0.0710000 0.12 0.10 0.0820000 0.27 0.23 0.2540000 0.42 0.37 0.4080000 0.85 0.77 0.73100000 1.07 0.95 0.93200000 2.12 1.87 1.88400000 4.20 3.75 3.77800000 8.45 7.50 7.521000000 10.60 9.38 9.352000000 21.08 18.75 18.723000000 31.63 28.20 28.024000000 42.23 37.80 37.705000000 52.97 47.00 46.77Table 6.4: Insertion, Retrieval, and Deletion Timing for Various Key Set Sizes for TestProgram6.4 ExampleThe basic idea of combining linear hashing and minimal perfect hash functions is illus-trated in Figure 6.13. We start with a �le of 5 buckets 0 to 4, each with the maximum capac-ity to store 3 records. The sp split pointer points to bucket #0. L, the generation numberis 0. Recall that the generation number indicates how many times the �le has doubled. Thehome function that determines the address of a bucket is given by bL(k) = k (mod N � 2L).If bL(k) < sp, then we use the split function bL+1(k) = k (mod N � 2L+1). As discussedearlier in Section 4.5, buckets are accessed using minimal perfect hash functions to speedup insertion, retrieval, and deletion. For this example, we assume that we compute MPHFsfor all buckets irrespective of their sizes. Obviously, in a real situation, we compute MPHFsfor buckets of sizes higher than a threshold value (i.e., the load factor � 5). For buckets of140



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHING

Figure 6.6: Dphf, LEDA dphf, and LEND dphf Insertion Timing for Various Key Set Sizesfor Test Program 141



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHING

Figure 6.7: Dphf, Rs tree, Skip list, Rb tree, and Ch chain Insertion Timing for VariousKey Set Sizes for Test Program 142
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Figure 6.8: Dphf, LEDA dphf, and LEND dphf Retrieval Timing for Various Key Set Sizesfor Test Program 143
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Figure 6.9: Dphf, Rs tree, Skip list, Rb tree, and Ch chain Retrieval Timing for VariousKey Set Sizes for Test Program 144
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Figure 6.10: Dphf, LEDA dphf, and LEND dphf Deletion Timing for Various Key Set Sizesfor Test Program 145
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Figure 6.11: Dphf, Rs tree, Skip list, Rb tree, and Ch chain Deletion Timing for VariousKey Set Sizes for Test Program 146
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Figure 6.12: Dphf Insertion, Retrieval, and Deletion Timing for Various Key Set Sizes forTest Program 147



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHINGsmaller sizes, searching a bucket requires constant time and is O(1). For each bucket, wecompute an MPHF hbucket number to access its elements in O(1) operations.Initially, the �le is loaded with 12 records as shown in Figure 6.13. The bucket addresshashing function is b0(k) = k (mod 5). Note that buckets 1 and 2 are full. A collisiontakes place when a new record's key, to be inserted, hashes to a bucket that is already full.The expansion of the �le is performed by extending it by appending one bucket at atime. This bucket receives some records moved from an existing bucket, which undergoesa split (i.e., expands). The next bucket to split is determined by the split pointer sp thatmoves sequentially, after each split, from bucket 0 to bucket 4. The �le gradually growsfrom 5 to 10 buckets (0 to 9). When all 5 buckets have been split and the table size hasdoubled to 10, the split pointer sp is reset to bucket #0 and the splitting process startsover again. This time the split pointer sp travels from 0 to 9, doubling the table size to 20and the generation number L would be 2. This expansion process can continue as long asrequired.At the beginning of an expansion cycle, the split pointer is at bucket 0 (arrow in Figure6.13). Then the split pointer is advanced to point to bucket 1. L is incremented and is equalto 1. The split is resolved by rehashing the splitting bucket with the function b1(k) = k(mod 10). After splitting a bucket into two buckets, new minimal perfect hash functionsare computed for each bucket. To illustrate the expansion process, let's insert key = 122:b1(122) = 2. Since bucket #2 is full, elements of Bucket #2 are moved into a larger bucketwith a capacity of 4 elements along with key 122 as shown in Figure 6.14. Also, bucket #0splits and keys 0, 65 are rehashed with b1(k), moving k = 65 to the new bucket 5.Figure 6.15 shows the result of inserting 109 (b0(109) = 4) in Bucket #4. Figure 6.16illustrates another split when inserting 67 (b0(67) = 2) in bucket #2 that is full. Elementsof Bucket #2 are moved into a larger bucket with a capacity of 5 elements along with key67. Also bucket #1 splits, and sp is advanced to bucket #2. Inserting 244 (b0(244) = 4) inbucket #4 that is already full triggers another split. Bucket #2 is split into two buckets asshown in Figure 6.17 and 6.18. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 illustrate inserting 68 (b0(68) = 3) and148
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Figure 6.13: Initial File Status for DPHF Example149
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Figure 6.14: Splitting Bucket #0 in DPHF Example150
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Figure 6.15: Inserting Key 109 in Bucket #4 in DPHF Example151
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Figure 6.16: Inserting Key 67 and Splitting Bucket #1 in DPHF Example152
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Figure 6.17: Inserting Key 244 in Bucket #4 in DPHF Example153
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Figure 6.18: Splitting Bucket #2 in DPHF Example154
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Figure 6.19: Inserting Keys 68, 78 in Bucket #3 in DPHF Example155
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Figure 6.20: File Status after Splitting Buckets #3, #4 in DPHF Example156



CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC PERFECT HASHING78 (b0(78) = 3). Now, the �le has doubled in size, L, the generation number is incrementedto 1, the home function is set to b1(k) = k (mod 10), and the split function is set tob2(k) = k (mod 20). A new expansion cycle can begin with the split function b2(k) = k(mod 20). The split pointer is reset to bucket 0.6.5 ConclusionsIn this chapter, we have presented a dynamic �le structure that combines linear hashingand uses minimal perfect hashing to achieve high storage utilization due to the use ofcompact minimal perfect hashing for handling buckets. The new data structure outperformsother tree based structures, is well balanced, and achieves retrieval performance of one singleaccess (worst case constant time), worst case constant time for deletion. Our dynamicperfect hashing scheme allowed us to implement a very e�cient �le structure, suitable forlarge information retrieval systems and features optimal random access: given a search key,only one disk access is required, and fast sequential processing: the �le structure requiresonly one seek followed by successive block reads for each contiguously allocated storage areaof the �le. Moreover, the �le structure is incrementally expandable with low insertion anddeletion overhead.
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Chapter 7ConclusionsIn this dissertation, we have demonstrated the feasibility and applicability of advancedretrieval methods, perfect hashing schemes, and e�cient ranking methods to provide e�ec-tive and e�cient access to very large collections, dictionaries, and online library catalogs.We have described an experiment called REVTOLC that was designed to test and improvesearch methods for online catalogs. Also, we have assessed the e�ectiveness and ease ofuse of major advanced information retrieval methods, namely extended Boolean (p-norm),vector, and vector with probabilistic feedback methods. We have presented an e�cient min-imal perfect hash function generator that produces optimal MPHFs. We have presentednovel order preserving techniques for handling large dictionaries, and e�cient algorithmsto generate them. Also, we have combined linear-hashing techniques with perfect hashingmethods to design an e�cient dynamic data structure. We illustrated its e�ciency withlarge key sets such as the UNIX dictionary and the OCLC key set. We have presented fastbest match search algorithms that enhance the query response time in modern informationretrieval systems. These algorithms return the relevant document set computing an upperspace bound on closeness; eliminating the need for an exact computation in many instancesand eliminating useless disk accesses.
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Chapter 8Future ResearchFinally, we suggest several problems that are worth investigating:� It remains an open problem to �nd an e�cient key to address transformation thatcan handle variable length alphanumeric keys. Throughout this dissertation, we haveassumed that primary keys are bounded in length. However, if strlen(k) is greaterthan the number of keys n, and keys di�er slightly (i.e., the last character), then moresuitable key to address transformations are required.� In Chapter four, we have presented an e�cient minimal perfect hash function gen-erator that produces very compact MPHFs for small key sets as well as large ones.It remains to be seen how can we use this generator for compacting a trie and whatwould be the storage savings.� It remains an open problem to see how Melhorn's lower bound on the size of MPHFsrelates to implicit data structures. Is there any general implicit key to address trans-formation that can be evaluated in constant time? If so, what is the load factor?� In Chapter �ve, we have presented a probabilistic algorithm for �nding order pre-serving minimal perfect hash functions for static sets. It remains an open problem to�nd a deterministic algorithm that runs in linear time and produces order preservingminimal perfect hash functions.� It remains an open problem to extend the order preserving MPHFs algorithm togenerate functions that handle range queries e�ciently.159



CHAPTER 8. FUTURE RESEARCH� It remains an open problem to choose an optimal combination of weighting schemes,similarity functions, and stopping rules for extended Boolean and vector retrievalmethods.� The REVTOLC experiment revealed the e�ectiveness of advanced retrieval methodsfor OPACs. It would be very useful to run a similar experiment for: abstracts andfull texts of research articles and technical papers.� It remains an open problem to determine if there exists a data structure that requiresO(n) space, has constant insertion time (worst case), and has constant retrieval anddeletion time (worst case).
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Appendix AMPHFs for C and C++ Reserved WordsIn this section, we show an example of �nding a MPHF for the C and C++ reservedwords listed in Tables A.1 and A.2. Figures A.1 and A.2 show the key set dependent part ofthe minimal perfect hash functions generated for both C and C++ reserved words. FigureA.3 shows the �xed part of the code. The driver code is the same for all generated minimalperfect hash functions. The details speci�c to a key set is hidden in the compute function.We show the MPHF parameters in a iswitch statement. However, for larger functions, gis an array of integers indexed by h. This approach doesn't require messy random tablesor mark bits and can handle e�ciently small key sets. The function is indeed minimal andperfect in each case. We have described the details of the MPHF generator algorithms inSection 4.5.
C Reserved Wordsauto, break, case, char, const, continue, default,do, double, else, enum, extern, oat, for, goto,if, int, long, register, return, short, signed, sizeof,static, struct, switch, typedef, union, unsigned, void, volatile, whileTable A.1: C Reserved Key Set, n = 32161



APPENDIX A. MPHFS FOR C AND C++ RESERVED WORDSC++ Reserved Wordsasm, auto, break, case, char, class, const, continue, default,delete, do, double, else, enum, extern, oat, for, friend,goto, if, inline, int, long, new, operator, overload, private,protected, public, register, return, short, signed, sizeof, static,struct, switch, this, typedef, union, unsigned, virtual, volatile,void, whileTable A.2: C++ Reserved Key Set, n = 45long compute(h,m,n)register long h,m,n;//fregister long g; // MPHF parametersswitch( abs(h%3))f // use h to index g tablecase 0 :g =1314049; break;case 1 :g =182094; break;case 2 :g =107;greturn(abs((abs(n)+(7�abs(m)-1)�g)%37)%32); // compute �nal addressg Figure A.1: C Reserved Words Minimal Perfect Hash Functionlong compute(h,m,n)register long h,m,n;fregister long g;switch( abs(h%6))f // use h to index g tablecase 0 :g =395422; break;case 1 :g =178811; break;case 2 :g =2805276; break;case 3 :g =4130; break;case 4 :g =18350; break;case 5 :g =106;greturn(abs((abs(n)+(7�abs(m)-1)�g)%25147)%45); // compute �nal addressg Figure A.2: C++ Reserved Words Minimal Perfect Hash Function162



APPENDIX A. MPHFS FOR C AND C++ RESERVED WORDS#define M m=(m�5)+m+�w++ // computes h2(k)#define N n=�w1++ +65599�n // computes h0(k)short mphf(key)char� key;f register long g, h, n, loop, m, len;register char� w;register char� w1;w = w1 = key;h = n = m =0;loop= len = strlen(key);// computer h1(k)while(loop--)h = h�37^(�w++ -' ');h %= 1048583;w = key;loop = (len + 8 - 1)�3;switch (len & (8-1))fcase 0:dof N; M;case 7: N; M;case 6: N; M;case 5: N; M;case 4: N; M;case 3: N; M;case 2: N; M;case 1: N; M;g while(--loop);greturn(compute(h,m,n)); // (h,m,n) is unique tripletg Figure A.3: The Driver Code For Minimal Perfect Hash Functions163



Appendix BREVTOLC FormsB.1 QuestionsTable B.1 shows the 18 questions selected in the REVTOLC experiment. The questionswere collected from library patrons visiting the Newman Library at Virginia Tech.
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APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMS
No. Question1 Active phase cancellation, noise attenuation systems2 Thermal desorption spectroscopy3 Neural networks4 Sayarner Truth, black abolishionist5 Foot kicking procedures used with infants6 A. Stindberg and his inuence on the writings of O'Neill7 Remote sensing8 Ceramic matrix composites9 Human relationships in Colonial America10 Endangered species and �sheries ecology11 Franchising in USA and international markets12 Consumer studies and behavior13 Primitive and organic farming14 Electrolytic solution temperature dependence on Electromotive Force15 Early weaning of pigs16 Communication taxonomies and relational communication17 A book by Ayn Rand18 Exploratory behaviors with conjugate reinforcement using foot kickingTable B.1: REVTOLC Questions
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APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMSB.2 ProtocolThe purpose of this experiment is to lead to more e�ective retrieval methods, especiallyfor improving access to online public access catalogs. The objective of this study is tocompare four methods (Boolean, extended Boolean, vector, and vector with feedback) todetermine which are better, regarding e�ciency, e�ectiveness, and usability. The actualexperiment will involve roughly a half million records provided by sta� of the UniversityLibrary in 1986, that will be searchable using computers in the Department of ComputerScience, and computer terminals in public laboratories (i.e., McBryde 116) and other loca-tions.Participants will number around 220, so that adequate statistical power will allow usto identify small di�erences between methods. Since there are 4 methods considered, andsince it will be necessary for each subject to work with 2 methods, there are 4*(4-1) = 12combinations of retrieval method pairs; each participant will be randomly assigned to oneof these.All of the participants will be introduced to the use of the system and will receiveexplanations regarding the process of the experiment at the beginning of the session. Theywill receive and be asked to sign a consent form which explains the process and informsthem that they are free to quit the experiment at any time.Each participant that completes the experiment will be paid $5 for their assistance,which should require roughly 60-90 minutes of time. A participant will read a short bookletof instructions, and then do all further work with the computer, which will log all key strokes,especially responses, adding timestamps. The steps with the computer are as follows.1. complete an initial questionaire that provides demographic data2. for each of two search methods assigned, do the following(1) go through a tutorial about that method(2) do several practice searches 166



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMS(3) for each of 2-3 questions provided, endeavor to carry out as many comprehensivesearches as seem appropriate to �nd all relevant books listed in the catalog3. complete a �nal questionaire regarding the overall system performanceEach search involves �lling in blanks on the terminal screen that allow speci�cation ofa query of the proper form, examining the list of titles that are identi�ed, examining detailrecords on titles of interest, and indicating which titles seem relevant to the question.The proposed experiment is considered risk free to the participants, and only requirestheir typing into a computer. They will provide some information regarding their back-ground so that we can determine if some search methods are better for some classes ofusers. They also will be making judgments regarding how to describe an information need(question) using this software system, and regarding whether retrieved book descriptionsare for relevant books | so we can determine how well various retrieval methods performregarding quickly �nding relevant items.Participants will all be University students, and we will endeavor to obtain a represen-tative sample of the student community. This will give a relatively homogeneous group,but with enough diversity that we may identify trends regarding educational level, major,or other characteristics.Participants will each have an ID number that we assign, but the log that associatesnames with ID numbers will be destroyed after data collection for the experiment is com-plete. Subsequent analysis will be done for the group as a whole, and student-providedinformation will not be distinguishable for individual identi�cation. Names will also berecorded, along with signatures, for all who receive payment, but ID numbers will not beused with that log.After completion of the study and subsequent analysis, a technical report will be pre-pared describing this experiment, and copies will be available to the public (including stu-dents who have been participants). A paper will be submitted for publication to share our�ndings with the scienti�c community. 167



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMSB.3 Consent FormI, , consent to participate in research concern-ing advanced methods of information storage and retrieval and their application to onlinepublic access library catalogs. I am aware that the purpose of this research is to comparevarious retrieval methods and to determine how e�cient, e�ective, and usable they are bystudents | so that in the future it may be possible to have better catalog systems.I acknowledge that my participation in this experiment is completely voluntary and willtake roughly 60-90 minutes. I do reserve the right to quit at any time without penalty orretribution. I do realize, however, that $5 payment will not be made to me unless and untilI have completely gone through all steps involved in the experiment.I understand that the complete experiment for a given participant involves reading a briefexplanation booklet, and then interacting through a terminal with a computer system. Thatinteraction will include an initial questionaire, a �nal questionaire, and shorter intermediatequestionaires after searches. I understand that I will work with two di�erent search methodsso that comparisons will be possible, and that for each of the two I will go through a brieftutorial, some practice searches, and then no more than 3 searches for various questionsthat will be assigned to me.I am aware that my keystrokes and responses will be logged by the computer for futureanalysis aimed at comparing the retrieval methods and cross tabulating performance withcharacteristics of searchers. I have been assured that any personal information I provide asa part of this experiment will be kept con�dential. I also understand that this informationwill be compiled for group analysis and used for statistical purposes only, and that theresults of my participation will in no wise be attributed to me as an individual.I am convinced that participating in this study poses no risks to my well-being. I expectthat my participation will contribute to research in information retrieval and may lead tomore e�ective catalog systems. 168



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMS SignatureDateB.4 REVTOLC ExplanationsREVTOLC (Retrieval Experiment with Virginia Tech OnLine Catalog)B.4.1 FORMSThank you for volunteering to help with our experiment! If you are willing, beforeproceeding any further please sign the consent form you have been given, and hand it tothe person running the experiment. Later, when you have completed the tasks assigned toyou in the pages below, inform the person running the experiment of that fact, and youwill be asked to sign another form indicating that you have been paid $5 for your time andcooperation.Speaking of forms, PLEASE READ THE REST OF THIS EXPLANATION BOOK-LET IN ITS ENTIRETY BEFORE TOUCHING YOUR ASSIGNED COMPUTER TER-MINAL!!B.4.2 PURPOSE OF THE EXPERIMENTAs was explained on the consent form, we are trying to compare how well variousinformation retrieval methods help people searching for relevant entries in an online librarycatalog. You will work with two methods so we can see which one you like better, and thencan correlate that with opinions of others participating in the experiment. For each methodyou will work through a tutorial and do a practice search, prior to searching for entries thatsatisfy each of two questions asked by other students who visited Newman library duringthis past year. How well you do and what comments you make about each search and each169



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMSmethod will help us reach conclusions in our study, hopefully leading to better methods forsearching through online library catalogs.B.4.3 BACKGROUNDYou may have looked for books in libraries using an old style card catalog. In recentyears, the information in many of those catalogs has been put into computers so that peoplecan more quickly �nd relevant books, and can easily make comprehensive studies to �nd asmany items as possible on a subject (i.e., when planning research to be sure no one else hasfound the solution to a problem before). For example, at VPI&SU there is VTLS, a typeof online catalog system.Our system is somewhat like VTLS. At the end of 1986 we were given data by people inNewman Library so we could experiment with di�erent methods of searching. That data,roughly 500,000 entries from the VPI&SU library that were cataloged by 1986, is accessiblethrough REVTOLC. Since we are only studying about searching, and since the data wereceived is old, we only consider descriptions about the books and other entries { i.e., weignore circulation records.B.4.4 SHORT TUTORIAL ON SEARCHINGFinding entries using an online catalog usually involves several actions:1. think a little about what you are looking for, namely your question2. tell the computer something about that, in the form of a \query"3. tell the computer to search using that query4. examine the results5. if you want more and believe more can be found, repeat steps 2-4170



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMSIn this experiment, you will be given questions asked by other students, recorded onforms we collected in 1989 in Newman Library. Use whatever knowledge you have to helpyou understand what is meant. A good way to think about this is as follows: A friend ofyours wants to �nd everything available in the library to do a comprehensive report, andwrites down for you the question he is investigating. You want your friend to get a goodgrade, and so you must be as persistent and clever as you can, to tell the computer what itneeds, so it can do searches. You must continue doing so until you have found everythingyou can relevant to the question. Since this could go on forever if you are really thorough,don't spend more than about 15 minutes on any question, and try to �nd entries \relevant"to the question, not just things that might be interesting.Some librarians receive special training in searching, but you can do fairly well if youremember the following important points:1. you must give the computer the right words or names2. once you �nd something relevant, you can use it to get more words and/or names3. you probably need to do at least 2-3 di�erent searches for each questionGetting the right words or names takes thought. The problem is easier if you rememberthat librarians divide up descriptions of books into separate categories or \�elds," for author,title, subject, call number, etc. If you know the name of an author, tell the computer tolook for that in the author �eld. If you know words in the title, tell the computer to look forthat in the title �eld. If you know the �rst part of the call number, that should be lookedfor in the call number �eld. If you know what Library of Congress subject heading wouldbe assigned, that should be looked for in the subject �eld.If you just know a little about the subject of the book desired, things are not so easy.Probably the safest strategy is to ask the computer to search for those words, looking inboth the title and subject heading �elds.Remember point (2) above also! If you �nd some book that is relevant, you can use theauthor, subject heading, title, etc. in a follow-up search. It is likely that the author might171



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMShave written something else similar. Other books classi�ed with the same subject headingare likely to be related. Also, works with similar titles are probably useful. Call numberscan also be helpful, though it may not be very helpful to put in a call number like \QA76"which is used to describe thousands of engineering books!One last point has to do with word forms. In the title �eld, this computer system willtreat words with or without plural endings as being the same { so if you ask for \book"in the title and the author had \books" you will still get a \match." Furthermore, in thesubject �eld, since people often don't know exactly what is counted as a subject headingby the Library of Congress, matches are generally considered as proper regardless of theendings. Thus \learning" would match \learns" { you may �nd some things you don't wantbecause of this, but at least it is less likely that you will miss something you want!B.4.5 USING THE COMPUTERYou will be using a terminal that will act like a VT100 terminal, since those are easy to�nd. This terminal is connected to a computer that has the catalog data stored so you cansearch. The computer is not very big, so be patient if it is a little slow at times.The computer will tell you or show you things, and you should read whatever it sayscarefully. In some cases you will be asked to reply with a number, in which case you enterthe number and then hit the RETURN key. In most other cases, you need only hit oneletter or another key to get the computer to continue. What keys you can hit is listed inthe upper right part of the screen, which changes as you proceed, since certain things onlymake sense at certain times.The computer lets you use the backspace key to make corrections. When you are enteringyour query into the computer, the special key PF2 allows you to switch between overwritingwhat you typed before, or inserting newly typed characters. Also note that when you have�nished with typing in a query, the special key PF1 is used to tell the computer to searchfor books.If you are confused or unclear about what to do, ask one of the people running the172



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMSexperiment for help!B.4.6 EXAMINING RESULTSAfter the computer has searched based on one of your new queries, it will return witha list of entries, numbered 1-10, showing the title of each. If any title looks like it mightpossibly be relevant, please follow the instructions to examine the detailed description ofthat entry, and then indicate if you think it is indeed relevant. Remember that you shouldact as if your friend's report grade may depend on your persistence!If you search again for the same question, after each such search the computer will �nd10 more items, calling those 1-10, moving the others found earlier down in rank. You canstill look over things found earlier, but new items are right at the top, easy to �nd.B.4.7 FILLING IN QUESTIONNAIRESThere are a number of questionnaires that will be given online. Please take your timeon these, and answer honestly, picking the most accurate reply at each point. At the veryend of the experiment, in the �nal questionnaire, there will be a chance for you to write inmore detailed comments of your own, so then you will be able to go beyond multiple choicereplies!B.4.8 YOUR MAIN TASK { WORKING WITH 2 OF 4 RETRIEVALMETHODSYou are assigned to work with two retrieval methods. Here is a short explanation of thefour methods being considered in REVTOLC. No one knows how these compare when usedfor searching online catalogs. See more details about the two you will work with when yougo through the online tutorials.Boolean: Many retrieval systems allow you to precisely characterize what you arelooking for by indicating combinations and alternatives of words or names. An example ofa Boolean query is: 173



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMS(Author: Gerard AND Salton) OR (Title: information AND retrieval)which will �nd books having an author with the two names \Gerard" and \Salton", orbooks that have \information" and \retrieval" in the title. No other books would be found.You would miss a book by \G. Salton" and also would miss a book where the title was\Searching for Information". Thus, you will need to carefully think about the wording andcombinations to form a Boolean query. Note �nally that a Boolean query may not matchany books, may match less than or equal to 10 (in which case you will be shown only those),or may match more than 10 (in which case you only will be shown 10 that the computerarbitrarily selects from among the matches).You can manually alter your query after a search by adding or deleting words in thevarious �elds on the screen. That way you can try to be narrower in your query formulationif you found lots of items, or give a broader query if you did not �nd much.Note that the tutorial gives special instructions regarding �lling in your Boolean query,and that the special keys PF3 and PF4 can be used to make that process easier. By hittingthose keys repeatedly you can make the computer toggle or alternate between using ANDand OR to combine what is speci�ed on di�erent lines and what is speci�ed in di�erent�elds.P-norm: This method is like Boolean. You should put in a query in much the sameway. But the computer acts di�erently. It considers all books that have at least one ofthe words or names you have given in the query, and then ranks them based on how wellit thinks they match what you asked for. Thus, it is more forgiving and can �nd relevantbooks that do not exactly match your query. On the other hand, it might �nd things youdon't want. It uses special mathematical computations to rank what it �nds, so the onescloser to the top of the list are likely to be the best.Vector: Vector retrieval is very di�erent from Boolean. The idea is to put in all wordsor names that you are pretty sure are in the books you want, and to leave the rest to thecomputer. It uses mathematical methods to treat your query as a list or vector of terms,174



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMSand employs pattern matching techniques to �nd books that seems to have the best �t toyour query. You don't need to worry about ANDs and ORs. The computer will try to rankall items that have any of the words you give, putting those with the best and most matchesnearer the top of the list.To make another search for a given query, manual feedback lets you add or delete wordsto the query you used before, and try again.Vector with automatic feedback: This is very much like vector retrieval. The onlydi�erence is that there is another option besides manual feedback, which is available whenyou want to make another search. It is called automatic feedback.It can be used if you marked one or more books with \y" to indicate relevance to thequestion. In automatic feedback, the computer looks at the descriptions of all books youmarked as relevant to the question, and adds words and names from them to your query. Ituses special mathematical computations to try to �nd more books like the resulting query(that has been enhanced with these new words and names). Thus, automatic feedback is away for the computer to relieve you of the necessity to make a new query.You have been assigned to use [�lled in with METHOD1] as your �rst search method,and to use [�lled in with METHOD2] as your second search method.B.4.9 FINAL COMMENTS, SUMMARY1. Ask for help from a person running the experiment if you are confused or want assis-tance regarding how the computer is behaving or how to get it to help you better.2. On each of the 4 assigned questions, don't plan on spending more than 15 minutesper question unless you really want to.3. Note that you will now do the following on the computer:(1) When asked, type in your group number: [�lled in with GROUP](2) When asked, type in your ID number: [�lled in with ID]175



APPENDIX B. REVTOLC FORMS(3) Read more about the experiment and about using the computer(4) Answer questions for the initial questionnaire(5) Learn about your search method 1, through the online tutorial. Your method 1is: [�lled in with METHOD1](6) Do at least one practice search to get used to method 1. For that, you shouldlook for books by Gerard Salton or other books about \information retrieval".If you want more practice, go ahead only if you are willing to spend more thanthe 60-90 minutes agreed upon. In that case make up a question of interest toyou, and search.(7) When you �nish each search and go on to another search, reply to the questionsin the search questionnaire.(8) Still using method 1, do two new searches, and �ll in the questionnaire thatfollows each search, for the following two questions:(9) When you are done searching with method 1, �ll in the questionnaire about thatmethod, and proceed to method 2.(10) Repeat steps e-h for method 2, which for you is: [�lled in with METHOD2],searching for the following two questions:(11) When you are done searching with method 2, �ll in the questionnaire about thatmethod, and then proceed to �ll in the �nal questionnaire.(12) Go to the person running the experiment, and when you show that you are done,sign the receipt sheet and receive your payment.Now, go ahead and work with the computer, following instructions given above. Thankyou for helping with our experiment! 176
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